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Cereal crops generally are considered to be a source of energy in 
food and feed, but they also supply a significant proportion of the 
protein consumed by humans and animals (Orr, 1978). Relative to other 
cereals, oats are higher in protein content and in protein production 
per ha, and its amino acid profile is superior to all cereals except 
rice (Oryza sativa L.) and rye (Secale cereale L.) (Pomeranz, 1973; Youngs 
et al., 1983). 
Efforts to enhance the protein percentage of cereals, including 
oats, has.been hampered by a negative association between grain yield 
and protein percentage (Frey, 1977). This association may be due to 
physiological/biochemical interactions (Welch, 1986), source-sink 
relationships (Kramer, 1979), nitrogen regime of the environment (Frey, 
1973), and the germplasm source utilized (Kuenzel and Frey, 1985). 
Protein yield (the amount of protein produced per unit land area) 
has been advocated as a good criterion of selection in breeding programs 
concerned with protein (Bhatia, 1975; Eckebil et al., 1977; Kuenzel and 
Frey, 1985; Takeda and Frey, 1979). The rationale for this approach, 
in part, is due to the fact that high grain protein content is of limited 
value unless it is associated with high grain yields. Grain yield is 
of paramount importance because (a) even though an industrial processor 
may desire a high protein content, the amount of protein available for 
food and feed purposes is determined largely by the quantity of grain 
produced, and (b) price per unit of grain is not influenced by the protein 
content. 
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Plant breeders traditionally have increased protein yield through 
selection for grain yield. While this approach has increased grain yields 
and protein yields, it has not taken advantage of genetic variability 
for protein content. Recently, however, Kuenzel and Frey (1985) illus­
trated that genetic variation for both grain yield and protein content 
can be exploited in selecting for high protein yield, if the proper 
selection strategy and germplasm pool are utilized. 
Recurrent selection is a population breeding method that utilizes 
cyclical selection to increase the frequencies of favorable alleles 
gradually. It leads to an increase in mean performance of the population 
and a greater probability for obtaining superior lines. Notwithstanding 
the success of recurrent selection in cross-pollinated crops, notably 
maize (Zea mays, L.) (Hallauer and Miranda, 1981), the adoption of 
structured recurrent selection for autogamous crop species has been 
limited, despite its theoretical advantages (Bailey and Comstock, 1976; 
Hanson et al., 1967; Kenworthy and Brim, 1979). In oats, the technical 
constraints limiting the adoption of recurrent selection have been 
overcome, as the following papers will illustrate. 
The intent of this study was to apply three selection strategies 
that utilized line recurrent selection to increase groat-protein yield 
in oats. Three populations (i.e., lines of descent) were derived from 
intermating segregates selected from a common CO population. This common 
population was initiated by crossing four lines with high grain yield 
to 10 lines with high protein content. In each line of descent, a dis­
tinct selection strategy was employed over three cycles of recurrent 
selection. 
The objectives of this research were to determine; 
(1) the response from three cycles of line recurrent selection 
for protein yield in three lines of descent of oats and to 
assess the value of the resulting C3 populations for segregat­
ing lines that have superior groat-protein yield; 
(2) whether correlated changes occurred in agronomic traits and 
to assess the magnitudes of correlations of the agronomic traits 
with groat-protein yield, groat yield, and groat-protein con­
tent; and 
(3) the effectiveness of each of the three selection strategies for 
increasing groat yield and groat-protein content. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Protein in Oats, Avena sativa 
Cereal crops generally are considered to be a source of energy in 
food and feed, but they also supply 60 and 25% of the human dietary pro­
tein in developing and developed countries, respectively (Orr, 1978). 
Research on the improvement of oats (Avena sativa L.) as a protein source 
has been limited relative to that done on wheat (Triticum aestivum L.)> 
rice (Oryza sativa L.)« and maize (Zea mays L.). Oats rank sixth among 
the grains in world production, and its protein yield per ha exceeds 
that of all the legumes except soybeans (Glycine max (L.) Merrill) (Bright 
and Shewry, 1983). 
Oat groats (caryopses) are higher in protein percentage and in 
protein production per ha than other cereals, and their amino acid profile 
is superior to all cereals except rice and rye (Secale cereale L.) 
(Pomeranz, 1973; Youngs et al., 1983; Zarkadas, 1982). Also, unlike 
other cereals, as protein percentage of oats is enhanced, the amino acid 
profile remains unchanged (Hischke et al., 1968; Maruyama et al., 1975; 
Peterson, 1976; Robbins et al., 1971; Youngs et al., 1983). 
Both genotype and environment influence groat-protein percentages. 
Robbins et al. (1971) reported a range of 12.4 to 24.4% groat protein 
for 286 commercial U.S. cultivars, and Brown et al. (1966) found a range 
of 15.2 to 20.8% groat protein for 129 cultivars. Some Avena spp. have 
higher groat-protein contents than does A. sativa. For example, in 
sterilis a range of 22.1 to 31.4% protein was reported for 68 accessions 
by Briggle et al. (1975); and Rines et al. (1980), who studied 723 
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fatua lines, found a range from 16.7 to 27.1%. Clamot and Castilie 
(1977) reported a range from 14.8 to 25.4% protein among 387 genotypes 
from nine Avena species or subspecies. The amino acid composition of 
the protein of sterilis and fatua is similar to that of cultivated 
oats (Briggle et al., 1975; Campbell and Frey, 1972; Rines et al., 1980). 
Thus, much genetic variability for groat-protein percentage exists within 
_A. sativa germplasm, and genes for high groat protein are available in 
sterilis and fatua. 
Frey (1976) summarized three unique features about groat protein 
of oats. First, oat protein has a high biological value when compared 
to other cereals. Second, the protein percentage of oat groats can be 
elevated to very high levels by breeding. Third, the biological value 
of oat protein does not deteriorate as groat-protein percentage is 
increased. Therefore, efforts to enhance the nutritional value of oats 
need be concerned only with increasing the quantity of protein produced. 
A number of oat germplasm collections with high protein contents 
have been identified, but when these genes were introgressed into breeding 
populations, increases in protein content usually were accompanied by 
grain yield decreases. Thus, increases in protein yields of cereals 
were more restricted than originally anticipated. Nevertheless, progress 
has been achieved, as evidenced by high protein cultivars of oats (Dal, 
Otee, Spear, and Hinoat) and wheat (Lancota and Plainsman V) that maintain 
productivity equal to current commercial cultivars. 
Protein yield (the amount of protein produced per unit of land area) 
has been advocated as a useful, if not essential, criterion of selection 
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in breeding programs concerned with protein. High grain protein content 
is of limited value unless it is associated with a high yield level 
because (a) whereas an industrial processor desires a high protein 
percentage, the amount of protein available for food purposes is deter­
mined largely by the quantity of grain produced. In turn, this means 
that for a food or feed crop yield of protein is of paramount importance, 
(b) Whether cultivars that are nutritionally improved are grown is deter­
mined primarily on the basis of grain productivity, because price per 
kilo is not based on protein content. 
Relationship of Grain Yield and Protein Percent 
In oats, as in all cereals, the relationship between grain protein 
percentage and grain yield generally is moderately negative (Brown et 
al., 1966; Cox and Frey, 1985; Takeda et al., 1979). For some sources 
of oat germplasra, however, this relationship may be only slightly negative 
or even zero (Frey, 1977; Kuenzel and Frey, 1985; Middleton et al., 1954; 
Ohm and Patterson, 1973b; Wych and Stuthman, 1983). Explanations offered 
for this negative association are biochemical and physiological arguments, 
source-sink relationships, nitrogen regime of the test environment, and 
germplasm utilized. 
Physiological and biochemical relationships 
According to Penning de Vries et al. (1975), the energy in 1 g of 
glucose from photosynthesis is required to produce 0.83 g of carbohydrates 
or 0.40 g of protein. They argue, therefore, that an increase in grain 
protein content must result in a loss in grain yield unless photosynthetic 
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capacity is increased. It has been estimated that for cereals, a 1% 
increase in grain protein content requires an increase of 1% in 
photosynthate production (Bhatia and Rabson, 1976; Welch, 1986). 
Bhatia and Rabson (1976) and Scholz (1984) have shown that for 
protein to increase 1% requires 7% more nitrogen, either from increased 
assimilation and/or remobilization. Genetic variability for nitrogen 
uptake and nitrogen translocation from vegetation to grain (here after 
referred to as nitrogen harvest index) exists in cereals (Bailing, 1985; 
Scholz, 1984). In support of this idea. Cox et al. (1985b) found that 
hi^ post anthesis nitrogen absorption strongly influenced grain and 
protein yields but not grain protein percentage. 
Variation in translocation of nitrogen and carbohydrate from vege­
tative to grain biomass is associated with protein content and grain 
yield, respectively. Johnson et al. (1968) observed that wheat lines 
with high grain protein content derived from matings involving Atlas 
cultivar had the same amount of nitrogen uptake as lower protein lines, 
but they had greater ability to translocate nitrogen to the grain (higher 
nitrogen harvest index). McNeal et al. (1972) and Dubois and Fossati 
(1981) found that high and low protein lines of wheat absorbed and 
translocated equal amounts of nitrogen, but that grain protein percentage 
depended upon the amount of carbohydrate translocated into the grain. 
In spring oats, most nitrogen and carbohydrate in the panicles are 
derived from assimilation after anthesis, and the rates of remobilization 
of nitrogen and carbohydates are important in determining the ultimate 
protein content of the grain (Peterson et al., 1975). Dal and Goodland, 
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high protein cultivars, are efficient in remobilization of nitrogen from 
the vegetative tissue into the grain. Cataldo et al. (1975) proposed 
that carbohydrate metabolism may be more important than nitrogen 
metabolism in influencing grain protein content. In two cultivars that 
assimilated similar amounts of nitrogen, the high protein cultivar 
accumulated 25% less carbohydrate. Welch and Yong (1980) and Paccaud 
et al. (1985), working with oats and wheat, respectively, observed that 
high grain yield lines assimilated and translocated more nitrogen to 
the grain than did low-yielding ones. High protein cultivars had a low 
straw protein content and a high proportion of nitrogen in the grain, 
indicating nitrogen harvest index was a determinant of grain protein 
content. Prey (1977) and Jenkins (1969), working with sterilis and 
byzantina, and Brunori et al. (1984), working with wheat, have sug­
gested that independent sets of genes occur for nitrogen uptake and nitro­
gen translocation. Peterson et al. (1975) and Cox et al. (1986) found 
that the ratio of nitrogen harvest index to grain harvest index is cor­
related positively with grain protein percentage. This ratio provides 
a rough estimate of the relative proportions of nitrogen and carbohydrates 
in the grain and considers their interrelationships in determining the 
final grain protein content. 
Perez et al. (1973) described protein metabolism in the leaves and 
developing grains of three rice cultivars that had similar grain yield 
but differing grain protein contents. High protein cultivars translocated 
more leaf nitrogen to developing grains, while all cultivars had similar 
rates of nitrogen uptake. Translocation rates were similar as well. 
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In oats, Lesar and Peterson (1981) have demonstrated that developing 
groats have excess capacity to synthesize protein, which indicates that 
the supply of amino acids and amides from the plant may be the limiting 
factor in seed nitrogen content. 
Cox et al. (1986) found that wheat lines with high grain and pro­
tein yields assimilated greater amounts of nitrogen post anthesis. This 
seemed to be associated with a disproportionately greater carbohydrate 
production post anthesis so that high grain yields were associated with 
low protein contents. The retention of an adequate amount of nitrogen 
in the vegetative tissue to promote the high and/or long photosynthetic 
activity post anthesis seems to be necessary for high grain yields 
(Bailing, 1985; Takeda et al., 1979). This will lead to a lower amount 
of nitrogen being transferred from vegetative to grain biomass in high 
grain yield genotypes and to a low nitrogen to carbohydrate ratio. For 
example, Mitra and Bhatia (1984) found high positive associations of 
rates of flag leaf senescence and nitrogen loss from flag leaves with 
high grain protein percentage and low grain yield. Genotypes that 
accumulate high protein in the grain obtain the required nitrogen via 
the breakdown of leaf protein which, in turn, causes early leaf senescence 
and reduced total photosynthesis. In oats, Peterson et al. (1975) noted 
early leaf and culm senescence in high protein cultivars. Peterson (1986) 
proposed selecting for delayed leaf senescence and a more active uptake 
during maturation to supply nitrogen for the grain. 
Three possible physiological mechanisms seem to exist for increas­
ing the yield of grain protein: (a) nitrogen accumulation during vege-
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tative growth can be increased by a longer period of vegetative growth, 
greater nitrogen uptake capacity, or by increasing available nitrogen 
in the soil; (b) uptake of nitrogen post anthesis could be Increased; 
and (c) increased nitrogen harvest index. 
Harvest index 
Gifford et al. (1984) concluded that the genetic increase in grain 
yield of cereal cultivars has been due to increased harvest index: 
Meanwhile, biomass has remained more or less constant. Several research­
ers concluded that increasing harvest index will cause a decrease in 
grain protein content because: (a) a decrease in. straw quantity will 
reduce the amount of nitrogen available for translocation to the grain, 
and (b) as grain biomass is increased, more nitrogen must be redistributed 
to this larger biomass (Kramer, 1979; Lbffler and Busch, 1982; McNeal 
et al., 1971, 1978). This led Kramer (1979) to suggest that the observed 
variation in grain protein content was really the "derived effect of all 
the genes involved in the distribution of dry matter (and thus protein) 
between grain and straw." He feels that protein percentage should be 
adjusted to a constant harvest index to evaluate protein genes per se. 
Similarly, LSffler and Busch (1982) and Clamot (1984) suggested adjusting 
protein percentages to a constant grain yield level in evaluating for 
high protein genes. Paccaud et al. (1985), by adjusting grain protein 
content to a constant harvest index, was able to estimate the efficiency 
of nitrogen use without analyzing for nitrogen harvest index. 
By utilizing stepwise regression on spring wheat, Loffier et al. 
(1985) found that harvest index accounted for 62, 74, and 83% of the 
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variation for grain protein content, protein yield, and grain yield, 
respectively. Harvest index was negatively correlated with grain protein 
content and positively with grain and protein yields. Therefore, it 
appears that much of the negative association between grain yield and 
grain protein content can be accounted for by their respective associ­
ations with harvest index. 
Nitrogen availability 
Frey (1973) pointed out that the negative correlation between grain 
yield and grain protein percentage may be an artifact of inadequate avail­
ability of soil nitrogen in the testing environment. When a deficiency 
of nitrogen occurred in the soil, a genetic correlation of -0.26 was 
obtained, whereas with adequate nitrogen the correlation became 0.04. 
Johnson et al. (1979) observed that when wheat cultivars are grown under 
good production practices, grain yield increases but grain protein con­
tent decreases, "influencing breeders to reject protein improvement in 
wheat as an achievable objective." Kramer (1979) showed that within 
a genotype the correlation between grain yield and protein percentage 
can be zero, positive, or negative depending on the nitrogen level of 
the soil. 
Johnson et al. (1968) concluded that if differential nitrogen uptake 
is involved in increasing protein percentage, high available nitrogen 
would be required for phenotypic expression of the "protein genes." 
Hadjichristodoulou and Delia (1976) and Terman (1979) found that genetic 
variability of grain yield and protein content was greatest under high 
nitrogen fertility rates. Balling (1985) observed that uptake of nitrogen 
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during grain filling is a function of both availability of soil nitrogen 
at this time and the capacity of roots to absorb or translocate nitrogen. 
Since a deficiency of soil nitrogen affects both uptake of nitrogen and 
nitrogen harvest index, a nonlimiting nitrogen fertility regime is re­
quired when genotypes are screened for protein content (Bhatia and Rabson, 
1976; Bailing, 1985; Konzak and Rubenthaler, 1984; Takeda et al., 1979). 
Germplasm 
The ability to select genotypes with both high grain yield and high 
protein percentage depends in large part upon the germplasm used. Kuenzel 
and Frey (1985) crossed three sources of high protein germplasm (mutation, 
A- sterilis-derived lines, and commercial cultivars) to high-yielding 
A" sterilis-derived lines. They found some matings in which protein 
percentage and grain yield varied independently, and some lines within 
matings in which variation for high protein percentage and grain yield 
contributed to high protein yield. The use of the cultivars Atlas and 
Nap Hal and lines derived from them caused an increase of 2 to 3% in 
protein content of wheat lines worldwide (Johnson et al., 1973, 1979). 
Minor genes for high protein appear to be widespread in wheat cultivars 
and related wild species (Grama et al., 1984; Johnson et al., 1979; Sharma 
et al., 1981). 
Segregates from matings of A. sativa by A. sterilis that combine 
high grain protein with high grain yield have been identified (Campbell 
and Frey, 1972; Cox and Frey, 1985; Frey, 1977; Iwig and Ohm, 1978; Spilde 
et al., 1974; Sraon et al., 1975; Takeda and Frey, 1979). High protein 
genes from cultivated oats are complementary to those from A. sterilis 
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and A. fatua, and minor genes appear of greater importance than major 
ones (Cox and Frey, 1985; Luby and Stuthman, 1983). While these lines 
derived from interspecific matings contain desired levels of protein 
content and grain yields, their use as cultivars is limited by poor per­
formance levels in other agronomic traits (Cox and Frey, 1985; Frey, 
1977; Iwig and Ohm, 1978; Reich and Brinkman, 1984). 
Kibite and Evans (1985) investigated the effects of base population 
structure on the simultaneous improvement of grain yield and protein 
percent in wheat. Desirable progeny were most frequent in backcross 
matings to the high yielding parent. When utilizing germplasm from wild 
relatives, Frey (1983) suggested that the base population contain no 
more than 3 to 12.5% wild germplasm for greatest short-term progress. 
Increasing Protein Yield 
Most variation in protein yield of oats results from variation in 
grain yield (Jalani et al., 1981; Takeda and Frey, 1979; Takeda et al., 
1979). Thus, the line with highest protein yield is usually the line 
with highest grain yield and, paradoxically, protein yield is advanced 
by selecting for low protein content. However, grain protein content 
cannot be allowed to decline past some minimal acceptable level needed 
for nutrition. 
A" sterilis-derived lines with significant increases in yield without 
decline in grain protein percentage have been obtained (Frey, 1977, 1983; 
Iwig and Ohm, 1978). Jenkins (1969) crossed varieties of either sativa 
or byzantina origin to European cultivars and identified several high-
yielding lines with average or better than average protein contents. 
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Because grain protein content must be kept at a nutritionally accept­
able level, breeders have concentrated on increasing grain protein content 
while maintaining the yield level of standard cultivars. In wheat, Atlas 
cultivar and others have been parents for cultivars that show elevated 
protein percentage (up to 2.5%) while maintaining current grain yields 
(Johnson et al., 1979; Halloran, 1981; Miezan et al., 1977; Singhal and 
Jain, 1981). Khush and Coffman (1977) reported the isolation of two 
lines of rice, 'IR2153-33813' and 'IR480-5-9', that have high grain pro­
tein with yields comparable to 'IR8' and 'IR26'. Brim and Burton (1979) 
reported that recurrent selection for high protein in four soybean 
populations caused significantly increased protein in all populations 
with significantly increased grain yields in one of the four. 
At least five high-protein oat cultivars—Dal, Goodland, Spear, 
Otee, and Hinoat—have been released. All have acceptable grain yield 
levels. This success can be attributed to the availability of genes 
that allow the simultaneous manipulation of grain yield and protein 
content. 
The occurrence of genotypes in which protein yield increases result 
from simultaneous elevation of grain yield and protein percentage are 
rare. Kuenzel and Frey (1985) identified specific matings of oats that 
segregated such genotypes, but their incidence was low. Populations 
derived from interspecific matings of oats have been good sources for 
obtaining lines with both improved yield and improved protein percentage. 
Takeda and Frey (1979) obtained four lines from an interspecific backcross 
population that were significantly greater in protein yield than the 
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recurrent parent, and in two of these both protein percentage and grain 
yield increases operated to give greater protein yield. In a study of 
complementation of high groat protein genes from sterilis and 
sativa, 13 of 56 transgressive segregates for high protein percentage 
had higher grain yield than their respective midparent values (Cox and 
Frey, 1985). Similarly, Lyrene and Shands (1975a) obtained 22 agronomic-
ally acceptable lines from interspecific matings with A. sterilis that 
exceeded the protein percentage and grain yield of their sativa parents. 
Spilde et al. (1974) identified transgressive segregates for protein 
yield in similar matings. 
Cox et al. (1985a) obtained several lines from a biparental mating 
of wheat that showed higher levels for protein yield, grain yield, and 
protein percentage than the parents. Corpuz et al. (1983) reselected 
Lancota and found nine wheat lines that had 0.5 to 1% higher grain pro­
tein and equivalent yield to Lancota. 
High protein yield usually has been achieved by selecting for high 
grain yield and allowing random fluctuations to occur for grain protein 
percentage. While grain yield variation accounts for the majority of 
variation in protein yield, Kuenzel and Frey (1985) have shown that cer­
tain germplasm sources allow protein percentage to contribute to increased 
protein yield in oats. Also, whereas the correlation between grain yield 
and protein percentage may be negative on a population basis, certain 
deviant lines in a population may have increased protein yield due to 
both elevated protein content and grain yield. 
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Strategies to Increase Protein Yield 
Generally, selecting for grain yield will result in much greater 
increases in protein yield than will selection for protein percentage 
(Lbffler and Busch, 1982; Ross et al., 1981; Takeda and Frey, 1979). 
However, several ways have been suggested on how breeders can exploit 
genetic variability for both grain yield and protein content to raise 
protein yields. 
Selection based on protein yield per se 
While expressing grain protein on a percentage basis (protein/unit 
of dry weight of grain flour) is satisfactory for industry and trade, 
selection on a protein percentage basis can save genotypes with decreased 
starch synthesis, thereby decreasing grain yield. For example. Carter 
et al. (1982) found that in soybeans selection for protein percentage 
caused a decrease in the amount of both nitrogen and carbohydrate de­
posited in the seed, but decreases in carbohydrates were greater, so 
the protein percentage increased. Bhatia (1975) suggested that protein 
yield is the best criterion for making early generation selections, based 
on the positive correlations between protein, biological, and grain 
yields, seed weight, harvest index, and grain protein percentage. McNeal 
et al. (1982) found that wheat lines selected for protein yield had 
significantly greater grain yields and protein percentages than the 
parents, whereas those selected for protein percent had increased protein 
percent but significantly lower grain yield. According to Kramer (1979) 
lines with "high protein genes" often possess endosperm defects that 
increase protein percentage but decrease grain yield. In sorghum 
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(Sorghum bicolor L. Moench) selection for yield has a negative effect 
on protein, and vice versa, which lead Eckebil et al. (1977) to propose 
selection for protein yield. Likewise, Ross et al. (1981) recommended 
selection for protein yield when grain quality is not a primary objective. 
Selection for protein yield saved lines with good yield gains and no 
drastic decrease in grain protein content. Flores et al. (1986) selected 
for metabolizable energy (ME) and metabolizable energy yield (MEYLD) 
in a broad-based sorghum population, and found MEYLD selection gave nearly 
equivalent increases in grain yield as selection for grain yield per 
se. However nutritional traits decreased. Likewise, Takeda and Frey 
(1979) showed that selection for protein yield per se or for grain yield 
both caused a 26% improvement in protein yield of oats, whereas selection 
for protein percent caused no improvement. 
Selection based on protein content per seed 
Because selection for protein percentage per se may result in poorly 
developed grain, Favret et al. (1970) proposed selection for the absolute 
amount of nitrogen per grain to prevent this response. Other advantages 
of using this criterion include high heritability (Jain et al., 1975; 
Kamra, 1971) and positive association with grain yield (Jain et al., 
1976). Singhal and Jain (1981) utilized this strategy to select the 
high yielding, high protein wheat line Pusa 5-3. Busch and Kofoid (1982) 
found that after four cycles of recurrent selection for kernel weight 
in wheat, protein percent increased slightly and grain yield was unaf­
fected, thereby increasing protein yield. 
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However, Clamot (1984) contends that because grain yield and protein 
content per seed are negatively associated, selection for protein content 
per seed will cause a decrease in grain yield and no change in protein 
yield of oats. This was confirmed by Loffler and Busch (1982) who found 
that selection for protein content per kernel increased protein percent 
but decreased grain yield. Johnson et al. (1979) maintain that while 
selection of protein per seed may partially offset the problem of grain 
yield decrease, the negative correlation often found between the yield 
components could reduce its effectiveness. 
Nitrogen harvest index 
Fawcett and Frey (1983) proposed selection for high nitrogen harvest 
index to break the inverse relationship of yield and protein percentage 
because nitrogen harvest index is associated with neither grain yield 
nor protein percent. Likewise, Welch (1986) suggested that increases 
in grain protein without concomitant yield reduction may be obtained 
in oats by selecting for more efficient nitrogen partitioning. Loffler 
and Busch (1982) found selection for nitrogen harvest index increased 
grain yield and protein percentage simultaneously. This resulted from 
simultaneous increases in nitrogen partitioning and harvest index, which 
in turn caused elevated protein percentage and grain yield, respectively. 
Cox and Frey (1978) selected oat lines for high nitrogen harvest index, 
but the resultant lines did not differ significantly from the population 
mean for protein percentage. According to Cox et al. (1986) when nitrogen 
harvest index is related to grain protein content, the range of harvest 
index is limited. If genetic variability for harvest index exists, an 
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increase in nitrogen harvest index will cause a correlated response for 
increased harvest index, such that any increase in protein is "diluted" 
by a greater increase in carbohydrates. This was corroborated by Loffier 
et al. (1985) who found that when genotypes are examined at a constant 
harvest index, those with a high nitrogen harvest index tend to have 
a higher grain protein content. Wych and Stuthman (1983) have shown 
that the higher protein yield of modern oat cultivars in Minnesota is 
primarily a reflection of concomitant gains in groat yield and nitrogen 
harvest index. 
Physiological criteria 
A number of physiological components could be incorporated into 
breeding programs aimed at increasing protein yields. Cox et al. (1985a) 
obtained heritable differences in post-anthesis photosynthesis and 
nitrogen translocation in wheat. Peterson et al. (1975) found that most 
nitrogen and carbohydrate assimilation takes place post anthesis in oats, 
and that their relative rates of remobilization determine the ultimate 
protein concentration in the grain. Eagles et al. (1978) identified 
an jA. sterilis accession that synthesizes grain protein at a faster rate 
than sativa during the early stages of grain development. Likewise, 
Brunori et al. (1984) found wheat genotypes with superior nitrogen 
accumulation kinetics where the rate and duration of nitrogen accumula­
tion appeared to be controlled by independent genetic systems. Cregan 
and van Berkum (1984) advocate the use of an "integrated physiological/ 
biochemical selection program" to include evaluation of NO^ uptake, 
nitrogen accumulation and remobilization, seed protein synthesis, and 
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nitrogen harvest index. Such an index could identify the range of genetic 
variability of these factors and determine which one(s) limits nitrogen 
metabolism and protein yield. In protein improvement programs, parental 
selection likely will place greater emphasis on objective criteria such 
as nitrogen uptake or greater nitrogen harvest index instead of on protein 
percentage. 
Selection index 
Selection on the basis of protein yield is a de facto type of mul­
tiple trait selection, because this trait is the product of grain yield 
and protein percentage. But with protein yield selection, the two com­
ponents are not selected independently. Multiple trait selection schemes 
have been suggested to increase protein yield, including independent 
culling levels, tandem selection, and index selection. 
Takeda and Frey (1985), who utilized independent culling levels 
in an interspecific oat mating, initially selected 25 to 50% of the 
original population on the basis of protein percentage and then applied 
intensive selection for grain yield to maximize simultaneous advances 
in protein yield. The authors suggest that tandem selection may be more 
appropriate, i.e., selection for protein percentage would occur the first 
year and the selected lines would be reselected for grain yield the second 
year. Lo'ffler et al. (1983) endorsed this approach, suggesting its inte­
gration into a recurrent selection scheme. Brim and Burton (1979) found 
that recurrent selection for protein percentage in soybeans did not cause 
grain yield reductions until after several cycles, so they proposed 
selecting for protein percentage the first 2 to 3 cycles and, once protein 
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percentage was elevated, selecting for grain yield. Guthrie et al. (1984) 
practiced selection among progeny rows for high and low protein, and 
upon evaluation of lines found only in two of six crosses did a sig­
nificant difference exist for grain yield between the high and low protein 
groups. 
Index selection applies selection pressure for grain yield and 
protein percentage simultaneously. Clamot (1984) offered a type of index 
selection based on grain protein values after covariant adjustment to 
the grain yields of reference varieties. In barley, Torp (1979) used 
starch yield as a covariant for protein content selection. Covariant 
adjustment of grain protein on the basis of grain yield (or some other 
factor), permits selecting lines that cannot express their potential 
for high protein directly. Jalani et al. (1981) and Takeda and Frey 
(1979) contend that a selection index is needed in oats to provide 
simultaneous selection in appropriate proportions for both grain yield 
and protein percentage. Likewise, Ross et al. (1985) state that index 
selection may be necessary to increase protein percentage without 
decreasing grain yield in sorghum. 
Utilization of a desired gains index gave simultaneous increases 
of grain yield and protein content in maize (Kaufman and Dudley, 1979; 
Motto and Perenzin, 1982). Walther (1984) applied an "integrated selec­
tion method" based on utilizable protein yield to a set of barley lines 
and found that it identified more genotypes with increases in grain yield, 
protein percentage, and protein yield than did pedigree selection. 
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The question of the most efficient and effective selection strategy 
for increasing protein yields is unresolved. The negative correlation 
between grain yield and protein percentage, whether it is genetic or 
phenotypic, causes single trait selection for one trait to result in 
a decrease in the other. Therefore, any program which alms to improve 
protein quantity must consider both traits simultaneously. 
Recurrent Selection 
Recurrent selection, which was conceived by Hayes and Garber (1919) 
to improve double crosses in maize, was described further by East and 
Jones (1918) and Jenkins (1940). Recurrent selection emphasizes cyclical 
selection for quantitative traits involving three phases conducted in 
a repetitive manner: (1) the development of progenies, (2) evaluation 
of these progenies in replicated trials, and (3) recombination of the 
superior progeny to synthesize the population for the next cycle of 
selection. It leads to a gradual increase in the frequency of favorable 
alleles with a resultant improvement in the mean of the population and 
a higher probability of extracting superior lines. 
Constraints of use in autogamous crops 
When a trait is controlled by many genes, recurrent selection can 
ensure fixation of a large proportion of the desired alleles (Bailey 
and Gomstock, 1976; Baker, 1968; Bliss and Gates, 1968; Silvela and 
Diez-Barra, 1985) and increase the opportunity for recombination 
(Fredrickson and Kronstad, 1985; Hanson et al., 1967; Legg et al., 1965; 
Matzinger and Wernsman, 1968). The need to broaden the germplasm base 
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also has been a factor in its adoption (Eberhart et al., 1967; Frey, 
1983; Hanson et al., 1967; Jensen, 1970; Kenworthy and Brim, 1979). 
However, some practical limitations have precluded the adoption 
of recurrent selection for autogamous species. For example, recurrent 
selection requires large numbers of artificial crosses during the recom­
bination phase. Brim and Stuber (1973) suggested using male sterility 
in soybeans to aid in crossing, and this technique has been used to 
increase oil percent (Burton and Brim, 1981) and oleic acid (Carver et 
al., 1986). Sorrells and Fritz (1982) illustrated how a dominant male 
sterile gene in wheat can facilitate crossing in a recurrent selection 
program. Increasingly, breeders are devising unique approaches to make 
crossing more efficient (Fehr and Hadley, 1980). 
Also, seed supply may be too small to permit evaluation of progeny 
in replicated field trials. With the adoption of microplots, it has 
been possible to evaluate lines in the (F^) generation in cereals 
and soybeans when seed supplies are limited (Fehr and Ortiz, 1975; Frey, 
1965). Time needed to complete a cycle of recurrent selection, which 
has been stated as a limitation, can be shortened by utilizing winter 
nurseries or greenhouse facilities. Finally, breeders who are concerned 
with the short term objective of cultivar development often are reluctant 
to commit resources for a considerable period of time to obtain acceptable 
levels of response from recurrent selection (Hallauer, 1985). However, 
with the adaptation of techniques which improve the efficiency of 
recurrent selection, more breeders will begin integrating this procedure 
into their programs. 
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Use in autogamous crops 
Several reports of the successful adoption of recurrent selection 
for autogamous crops have been published in the past decade. By utilizing 
SJ line recurrent selection in soybeans, Kenworthy and Brim (1979) 
increased grain yield 16% in three cycles, Prohaska and Fehr (1981) im­
proved iron chlorosis tolerance 9% per year, and Walker and Schmitthenner 
(1984) obtained significant improvement in phytophthora root rot tolerance 
through three cycles. Sumarno and Fehr (1982) evaluated three cycles 
of recurrent selection for grain yield in a soybean population and 
obtained significant gains in the early and late sets, and no gain in 
the midseason set. Burton and Brim (1981) increased the oil content 
of soybeans from 18.8 to 19.9% in three cycles. Carver et al. (1986) 
reported that eight cycles of recurrent selection raised oleic acid from 
22.7 to 41.6% and decreased linolenic acid from 8.7 to 5.9%. 
In cereals, Frederickson and Kronstad (1985) and Avey et al. (1982) 
decreased heading date, while Busch and Kofoid (1982) increased kernel 
weight in spring wheat 7% per cycle through four cycles of recurrent 
selection. Ghiasi et al. (1982) increased anther extrusion 19% in two 
cycles of mass selection in wheat bulk populations, and Byrne and 
Rasmusson (1974) were successful in bidirectional selection for strontium 
content in both wheat and barley. 
Khadr and Frey (1965) increased 100-seed weight in four oat popula­
tions, and Payne et al. (1986) reported that three cycles of recurrent 
selection resulted in a 12% increase in grain yield in an oat population. 
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Van Sanford and Matzinger (1983) increased seedling weight of tobacco 
(Nicotiana tabacum) 0.54 mg and 0.83 mg per cycle in stress and nonstress 
environments, respectively, over 10 cycles of recurrent selection. Gupton 
(1981) reported that three cycles of phenotypic selection increased green 
leaf weight 21.2%, and five cycles of selection for low total alkaloids 
resulted in a 29.1% decrease. Beatson et al. (1984), through five cycles 
of mass selection for high and low carotenoid concentration, caused an 
average change per cycle of 4 yg g ^ for the high population and -5.4 
yg g ^ for the low population. 
In soybeans, Brim and Burton (1979) used line recurrent selection 
to increase protein percentage significantly in all populations. Protein 
yield increased significantly in one population. Miller and Fehr (1979) 
used direct selection to increase protein percent from 43.1% to 44.6%, and 
selection for low oil (indirect selection) to increase protein percentage 
to 43.9%. McNeal et al. (1978) increased grain protein content in spring 
wheat with two cycles of recurrent selection, but grain yield decreased, 
thereby causing protein yield to remain about constant. Loffler et al. 
(1983) increased grain protein content by 0.5% per cycle in wheat, and 
some lines from the last cycle showed high levels of both protein percent­
age and grain yield. Ross et al. (1985) practiced divergent selection 
for protein content in sorghum, and after four cycles of recurrent selec­
tion, grain protein content increased 0.5% and decreased 1.06% with high 
and low selection, respectively. Protein yield remained constant. 
line recurrent selection protocol in oats 
Procedures and techniques have recently been developed that allow 
the testing of lines for protein yield in spring oats, with each cycle 
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of selection taking a single year. The principal factors that make this 
possible are (a) efficient procedures for obtaining crossed seed, (b) 
crossing and generation advance in the greenhouse, (c) yield testing 
in early generation in hill plots with reduced seeding rates, and (d) 
the use of infrared reflectance for protein determination. 
McDaniel et al. (1967) obtained seed set above 60% using the approach 
method of crossing as outlined by Curtis and Cray (1958). This technique 
gives a high percentage of seed set, and permits the setting up of matings 
at any time of day. By utilizing greenhouses, three generations can 
be grown each year: crossing can take place in the fall and SQ plants 
can be grown out in the winter. 
On the basis of population genetic theory, testing of lines in early 
generations has considerable merit (O'Brien et al., 1978; Seitzer and 
Evans, 1978; Sneep, 1977; Weber, 1984). Early generation selection has 
been effective for both grain yield and protein percentage in wheat 
(Briggs and Shebeski, 1971; Guthrie et al., 1984; Loffier et al., 1983; 
McNeal et al., 1978), barley (Piper and Rasmusson, 1984), soybean (Brim 
and Burton, 1979; Kenworthy and Brim, 1979; Miller and Fehr, 1979; Sebern 
and Lambert, 1984; Sumarno and Fehr, 1983), and sorghum (Ross et al., 
1985). Selection is most effective when a moderate selection intensity 
is used, the population contains a large amount of additive genetic vari­
ability for the selected trait, genotype by environment interaction is 
minimal, and an efficient screening program can be established. 
The hill plot technique of evaluation provides a testing scheme 
which can accommodate a large number of progeny and requires a minimal 
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number of seeds. Prey (1965) has shown that hill plots accurately pre­
dict performance of oats tested in row plots. McFerson and Frey (in 
preparation) found that by reducing seeding rates in hill plots a greater 
number of replicates can be grown when seed supplies are limited. 
The use of infrared reflectance spectroscopy in protein determina­
tion meets the requirements of size and number of samples, speed of 
evaluation, and reliability for the breeder (Biston and Claraot, 1982; 
Hymowitz et al., 1974; Williams, 1975). 
Correlations 
In cereals, there is in general a negative association between grain 
yield and protein percentage (Johnson et al., 1979; Ross et al., 1981; 
Torp, 1979). Oats is no exception. Within the cultivated germplasm 
pool. Brown et al. (1966), Kuenzel and Frey (1985), and Takeda et al. 
(1979) reported correlations of -0.36, -0.33, and -0.68 between these 
traits. This inverse relationship also was found in interspecific crosses 
involving A. sterilis (Cox and Frey, 1985; Iwig and Ohm, 1978; Sraon 
et al., 1975; Takeda and Frey, 1979), A. byzantina (Jenkins, 1969), and 
A" (Reich and Brinkman, 1984). Conversely, nonsignificant or even 
positive correlations have been reported (Frey, 1977; Kuenzel and Frey, 
1985; Luby and Stuthman, 1983; Lyrene and Shands, 1975b; Ohm and 
Patterson, 1973a, 1973b). The association between protein percentage and 
protein yield generally is negative but nonsignificant, while grain yield 
and protein yield are positively and highly associated (Clamot, 1984; 
Kuenzel and Frey, 1985; Iwig and Ohm, 1978; Ohm and Patterson, 1973a, 
1973b; Takeda and Frey, 1979; Takeda et al., 1979; Welch and Yong, 1980). 
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Correlated Responses 
Payne et al. (1986) found that three cycles of recurrent selection 
for grain yield in oats resulted in taller plants with high grain yields, 
longer vegetative periods, higher phytomass, and reduced harvest index. 
In wheat, selection for high grain protein percentage caused decreases 
in grain yield and kernel weight but nonsignificant changes in plant 
height, harvest index, biological yield, kernel weight, and heading date 
(Lbffler et al., 1983). Following four cycles of plant selection 
for high kernel weight, Busch and Kofoid (1982) reported negative indirect 
effects for days to heading, spikelets per spike, kernels per cm of spike, 
and spikelets per cm of spike. Grain protein increased slightly while 
plant height, grain yield, and test weight did not differ over cycles 
of selection. 
In soybeans, selection for seed yield per se had no effect on seed 
size, percent oil, and percent protein (Kenworthy and Brim, 1979). Three 
cycles of selection for seed yield produced no consistent change in 
maturity, lodging, height, seed weight, and protein and oil percentages 
(Sumarno and Fehr, 1982). Miller and Fehr (1979) practiced direct 
selection for protein and noted a significant decrease in both oil and 
carbohydrates and maturity was delayed 5.3 days. Selection for low oil 
delayed maturity 9.3 days. 
Explanation of Thesis Format 
This dissertation contains three sections. Section I outlines the 
use of Sj line recurrent in enhancing groat-protein yields in three oat 
populations. Section II presents the effect of protein yield selection 
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on correlated traits. Section III describes the effectiveness of three 
selection strategies in increasing groat-protein yield and describes 
the correlated responses of groat yield and groat-protein content. 
Each secticxi is in the form of a complete paper that will be 
submitted for publication with little or no modification. References 
cited in the General Introduction and Literature Review are listed in 
Additional References Cited," following the General Conclusions. An 
appendix to the dissertation follows the Additional References Cited. 
The alternate format is authorized on page 6 of the 1985 edition of the 
Iowa State University Thesis Manual. 
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SECTION I. RECURRENT SELECTION FOR PROTEIN YIELD 
OF OATS (Avena sativa L.) 
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ABSTRACT 
This study was conducted to evaluate three cycles of recurrent selec­
tion for increasing groat-protein yield in three oat (Avena sativa L.) 
populations. Four oat lines selected for high grain yield were crossed 
to 10 high protein lines to form the initial population (CO). Selection 
applied to Fgi-derived lines from CO for protein yield provided parents 
to form three populations (i.e., lines of descent). The HQ and HP lines 
of descent were initiated with five parents, and the HGP line of descent 
was initiated with the 10 lines used for HG and HP. Upon intermating, 
300 Sg-derived lines in were evaluated per line of descent and 20 
lines were selected for high protein yield. CI through C3 methodology 
consisted of intermating 20 selections, growing resulting SQ plants in 
the greenhouse, and evaluating of 300 S^-derived lines in Sj in the 
field. Each cycle took one year to complete. Random samples of lines 
from the CO, CI, and C2, the parents from all cycles, a set of checks, 
and 300 lines from C3 were evaluated to estimate gain from selection. 
There was a significant linear increase in groat-protein yield 
of 27 ±3 kg ha ^ in HP and 21 ±2 kg ha~^ in HG and HGP. Heritabilities 
ranged from 0.41 to 0.59 in CO to C3, and genetic variances remained 
high and significant. Groat-protein yields of the best lines in C3 
were higher than the best CO lines. Several lines with both high 
groat-protein yield and acceptable agronomic performance were identified. 
The results indicate that 8^^ line recurrent selection can be effective 
in rapidly improving an oat population for the trait under selection 
without losses in performance for other traits. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Recurrent selection is a population breeding method which utilizes 
cyclical selection to gradually increase the frequencies of favorable 
alleles and leads to increases in mean performance of the population 
and a greater probability of obtaining superior lines. For autogamous 
crop species in which pure line selections are used as cultivars, the 
goal of this breeding method is to create elite populations from which 
lines are derived for further crossing and/or selfing and evaluation. 
Notwithstanding the success of recurrent selection in cross-
pollinated crops, notably maize (Zea mays L.) (Hallauer and Miranda, 
1981), the adoption of structured recurrent selection in autogamous 
crop species has been limited, despite its theoretical advantages (Bailey 
and Comstock, 1976; Hansen et al., 1967; Kenworthy and Brim, 1979). 
Reasons for this include the difficulty of intermating the progeny of 
selected genotypes (Brim and Stuber, 1973; Khadr and Frey, 1965), avail­
ability of ample seed to permit evaluation of progeny in replicated 
field trials, the time required to complete a cycle of selection, and 
the commitment of resources to conduct field evaluations and recombination 
of selected genotypes. Increasingly though, breeders are overcoming 
these limitations through the use of more efficient crossing techniques 
(Fehr and Hadley, 1980), genetic male steriles (Brim and Stuber, 1973; 
Sorrells and Fritz, 1982), early generation evaluation, microplot testing 
procedures (Fehr and Ortiz, 1975; Frey, 1965), and the utilization of 
greenhouses and winter nurseries. 
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Protein yield has emerged as one of the breeding objectives for 
cereal grains. Its components are grain yield and protein content, and 
its potential utility in selection per se has been proposed (Bhatia, 
1975; Brim and Burton, 1979; Ross et al., 1981). Both seed protein 
content and grain yield have been increased via recurrent selection. 
McNeal et al. (1978) and Loffier et al. (1983) increased grain protein 
percentage in spring wheat (Triticum aestivum L.). but grain yield de­
creased. Divergent selection in sorghum (Sorghum bicolor L. Moench) 
increased and decreased protein content by 0.5% and 1.06%, respectively 
(Ross et al., 1985). In soybeans (Glycine max [L.] Merr.), Brim and 
Burton (1979) reported gains in protein percent of 0.33 and 0.67% per 
cycle in two populations, and Miller and Fehr (1979) obtained an increase 
of 1.5% in one cycle of selection. In oats (Avena sativa L.), Payne 
et al. (1986) reported increases in grain yield of 3.8% per cycle over 
three cycles, and Guok et al. (1986) increased fruit yield in peanuts 
(Arachyo hypogaea L.) 5.7% per cycle over two cycles. In soybeans, 
Kenworthy and Brim (1979) elevated seed yield 4% per cycle, whereas 
Sumarno and Fehr (1982) increased seed yield 2.1 and 0.4% in two popu­
lations, but found no change in a third one. 
The objectives of this research were to determine the response 
from three cycles of line recurrent selection for protein yield in 
three oat populations, and to assess the worth of these improved 
populations for providing superior lines for groat-protein yield. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The three oat populations (hereafter referred to as lines of descent) 
used in this study were derived from segregates selected from a series 
of biparental matings between cultivars and strains high in grain yield 
and protein content (Kuenzel and Frey, 1985) (Figure 1). The HG and 
HP lines of descent each were initiated with five segregates and HGP 
was initiated by combining the sets of lines used for HG and HP (Table 
1). All parents used to initiate the lines of descent were high trans-
gressive segregates for protein yield. The bases for comparing protein 
yields of segregates were the midparent values for a mating. Parents 
used for making the HG line of descent had high protein yield primarily 
due to high grain yield, and those used for HP had high protein yield 
due to both high protein content and high grain yield. 
In spring 1982, the parents for the HG and HP lines of descent 
were crossed in diallels (without reciprocals) to give 10 matings in 
each. A design II mating scheme was used in HGP, with parents from 
HG and HP representing male and female sets, respectively, to give 25 
matings. In fall 1982, the ^ lines were intermated to give 15 matings 
per line of descent. Each mating was made five times, utilizing different 
CQ ^ plants. Each single cross F^ was represented approximately equally 
in the 75 double crosses. Five SQ seeds were obtained per cross. 
In winter 1982, 375 SQ seeds per line of descent (5 per cross) were 
sown in the greenhouse. At maturity, 300 SG-derived lines in S  ^ (SQ p 
were harvested to represent the CI population, with the requirement 
that each line had 120 seeds for testing. The HG line of descent had 
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30-90 Fg-derived lines tested/cross 
CI IIG line of descent HP line of descent, 
parents 5 selections 5 selections 
HGP line of descent 
10 selections 










285 S-, , lines 
teste's- ^  
300 SQ _^ lines 
tested 
300 ^  ^ lines 
tested 
C2 20 selections 





300 SQ lines 
tested 
C3 20 selections 
parents intermated via 
partial circular 
diallel 
C3 300 SQ ^  lines # 
population testeo 
= Protocol same as in HG line of descent. 
Figure 1. Flow chart for the development of CO through C3 populations 
of HG, HP, and HGP lines of descent 
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Table 1. Oat lines used as CI parents for recurrent selection for protein 
yield in three lines of descent 












^Pedigree of crosses listed by Kuenzel and Frey (1985). 
= The HGP line of descent contains lines making up HG and HP. 
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only 285 lines. On average each CQ ^ mating was represented by four 
lines (15 matings x 5 crosses/mating x 4 ^ lines/cross = 300 SQ ^ 
lines). 
In 1983, each line of descent, i.e., HG, HP, and HGP, was evaluated 
in a randomized complete block design with three replicates at each of 
two locations. Each line of descent contained the SQ ^-derived lines 
representing the CI population, the CI parents, and 10 check strains. 
The sowing date was 28 April at both the Agronomy Field Research Center 
near Ames, Iowa, and the Clarion-Webster Research Center near Kanawha, 
Iowa. The soil type was a Nicollet silty loam (fine-loamy, mixed, mesic 
Aquic Hapludoll) at Ames and a Webster silty clay (fine-loamy, mixed, 
mesic Typic Hapluquoll) at Kanawha, and the preceding crop was soybeans 
at both sites. Fertilizer application per hectare was 51.5 kg N and 
7 kg each of PgO^ and K^O at Kanawha; and 33.6 kg N and 51.5 kg each 
of PgO^ and KgO at Ames. At the flag leaf stage, 11.2 kg N ha~^ was 
applied at both sites. A plot was a hill sown with 20 seeds, and plots 
were spaced 30.5 cm apart in perpendicular directions. Two rows of 
hills were planted around each replicate to provide competition for 
peripheral plots. The experiments were hand weeded, and Bayleton, a 
systemic fungicide, was applied to the plants at anthesis to control 
fungal foliar diseases. 
The following traits were measured; 
Days to heading (HD) - Number of days from planting until 50% of 
the panicles had fully emerged from the leaf sheaths. Measured on all 
replicates at Ames. 
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Plant height (HT) (cm) - Distance from ground level to tips of 
panicles two weeks after anthesis. Measured on all replicates at Ames. 
Grain yield (Mg ha~^) - Dry weight of threshed oat grains. Measured 
on all replicates. 
Groat-protein content (GPC) (g kg~^) - Grain from all replicates 
over locations was bulked for each entry. Approximately 10 g from each 
bulk sample were dehulled and the resulting lot of groats was analyzed 
for groat-N content by using a Neo-Tec Hadel 41 near-infrared analyzer.^ 
Nitrogen content on an "as is" basis was multiplied by 6.25 to obtain 
crude groat-protein content. 
Protein yield (Mg ha ^) - For each entry, the overall mean grain 
yield multiplied by groat-protein content. 
In the HGP line of descent, 20 lines were selected on the basis 
of high protein yield per se averaged over both locations to serve as 
parents for the C2. In addition, a requirement was imposed that the 
mean heading date and mean height of the selected lines could not exceed 
the respective means of the CI population. This resulted in the discard­
ing of several late and/or tall lines with high protein yield. 
In the HG and HP lines of descent, the relative contributions that 
protein content and grain yield made to protein yield of the high pro­
tein yield lines in the CI population were the bases of selection. 
The base against which segregates were compared were the mean values 
of the four parental lines mated to give rise to an SQ ^ line. In the 
^Appreciation is expressed to Dr. David Peterson and Keith Gilchrist, 
Director and Technician, respectively, USDA Oat Quality Lab, Madison, WI, 
for making the N determinations. 
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HG line of descent, the high protein yield of the 20 lines selected as 
parents for the C2 were caused by high grain yields. In HP, the 20 lines 
selected had high protein yield due to both high protein content and 
high grain yield. As in the HOP line of descent, heading date and height 
restrictions were imposed. Selection intensity was 7% in the HG line 
of descent and 6.7% in the HP and HGP lines of descent. 
In fall 1983, the 20 selected lines in each line of descent were 
intermated in a partial diallel so that each line was crossed to 10 
others. This gave 100 crosses per line of descent. In making crosses, 
no matings were made between sibs or between late heading selections. 
Four SQ seeds per cross were planted in the greenhouse in winter 1984, 
and at maturity three of the four SQ plants per cross were harvested 
to give 300 SQ ^ lines for the C2 of each line of descent. As in CI, 
each line had to have 120 SQ ^ seeds for field evaluation. 
In 1984, C2 populations (300 SQ lines/line of descent) were evalu­
ated along with the C2 parents and the same 10 checks used in 1983. 
Sowing dates were 19 April and 20 April at Ames, Iowa, and Kanawha, 
Iowa, respectively. Fertility regimes, fungicide treatments, and traits 
measured were the same as in 1983. 
Selection of cycle 2 lines for high protein yield followed the 
same procedure as in CI, except that the base for comparison of protein 
content and grain yield contributions to protein yield in the HG and 
HP lines of descent were the CI parental line values. Intermating and 
SQ plant growout followed protocols similar to those for C2. 
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In 1985, evaluation of progress from three cycles of recurrent selec­
tion was conducted for each line of descent. The C3 populations of 
300 SQ J lines each were grown. To represent CO populations, 75, 60 
and 135 random S^-derived lines in were used from the HG, HP, and 
HGP lines of descent, respectively. These lines were sampled from the 
specific biparental matings from which CO parents were selected. To 
represent CI and C2 populations of each line of descent, 30 random 
So-derived lines in were chosen. Also tested were oat lines used 
in the matings sampled to originate HG, HP, and HGP lines of descent, 
the selected S^-derived parents in from CO, the Sg-derived lines 
in Sg selected from CI and C2, and 10 checks. The lines of descent 
contained 488, 470, and 558 entries for HG, HP, and HGP, respectively, 
excluding the checks. 
In 1985, each line of descent was evaluated in a randomized complete 
block design with three replicates at the same two sites as in previous 
years. Check lines were entered into each experiment nine times in the 
HG and HP lines of descent, and 11 times in HGP to provide an estimate 
of an error term for those traits measured on a single replicate per 
location. Sowing dates were 10 April and 12 April at Ames, Iowa, and 
Kanawha, Iowa, respectively. Fertility regimes, fungicidal treatments, 
and recorded traits were the same as in previous years. Several addi­
tional traits were measured on seed lots obtained by bulking the three 
replicates from a location. Thus, one replicate of data per location 
was obtained for the following traits: 
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Groat percentage (CP) (%) - Determined by manually de-hulling 
approximately 50 seeds and dividing groat weight by seed weight and 
multiplying by 100. 
Groat yield (GYIELD) (Mg ha - Calculated as mean grain yield 
at a location multiplied by groat percentage. 
Groat-protein yield (GPYLD) (Mg ha ^) - Calculated as groat yield 
X groat-protein percentage. 
200-seed weight (SEEDWT) (g) - Weight of 200 random seeds. 
Test weight (TWT) (kg m ^) - Weight of a given volume of seed. 
The following traits were measured on a per plot basis at both loca­
tions ; 
Bundle weight (SWT) (Mg ha ^) - Air-dry weight of the oat culms 
harvested at soil level. 
Harvest index (HI) (%) - Calculated as (grain yield/bundle weight) 
X 100. 
Analyses of variance were made for all traits in each line of des­
cent. Variance components were estimated by equating observed mean 
squares to their expectations. Standard errors for estimates of variance 
components were computed according to the method of Anderson and Bancroft 
(1952). No single mean square could be used to test the null hypothesis 
of equality of cycle means, so an appropriate F-test was performed by 
using the method of Satterthwaite (1946). Simple F-tests were used to 
test the null hypothesis of no genetic variation among lines within each 
cycle and of no genotype x location interaction. For traits based on 
data from one replicate per location, the check error term was utilized 
to test the null hypothesis for no genotype x location interaction. 
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When a genotype x location interaction was significant, the g x e inter­
action mean square was used to compute the standard error of line means. 
Estimates of broad sense heritability on an entry-mean basis were 
calculated by using the formula: 
^0 ,'^2 
hg = P. 
' -2 '^2 
where o g and a p are estimates of genetic and phenotypic variances, 
respectively, among entry means. Heritability for groat-protein yield 
has a reference unit of two locations and one replicate. Standard errors 
for heritability estimates were calculated by using the approximate 
method of Dickerson (1969). 
Realized gain from selection per cycle for each line of descent was 
computed as the regression of cycle means on cycle number. Significance 
of b-values was judged by an approximate F-test from the analysis of 
variance. Tests of homogeneity of b values between populations were 
determined according to the method outlined by Steel and Torrie (1980). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Statistical Parameters 
The CO means for groat-protein yield for HP and HGP were similar 
and significantly greater than the CO mean for HG (Table 2). However, 
C3 means are all significantly different from one another. For all lines 
of descent, the means for C3 were significantly greater than their respec­
tive means for CO. The increases from CO to C3 were 13, 16, and 12% 
of the CO means for the HG, HP, and HGP lines of descent, respectively. 
Gains in kg ha ^ ranged from 21 for the HG and HGP lines of descent to 
27 kg ha ^ for HP. Even though the highest rate of gain occurred in 
HP, the b-value for this line of descent was not significantly different 
from those for HG and HGP, indicating similar rates of gain for groat-
protein yield. 
Cycle means and the regressions for groat-protein yield for the 
three lines of descent are plotted in Figure 2. A major portion of the 
increase in the HP line of descent occurred between CI and C2, whereas 
the other lines of descent had nearly equal increases between CI and C2 
and between C2 and C3. Nonsignificant gains occurred in HG and HP from 
CO to CI, whereas a significant decrease occurred in HGP. In all lines 
of descent, means for random lines for the COs and those for the selected 
lines from the COs were similar, indicating no response to selection. 
The ineffectiveness of selection in CO may have been caused by the fact 
that one of the two years in which CO was evaluated had severe heat 
and drought during grain filling, thus causing genotype x environment 
interaction. Subsequent evaluations were conducted in similar and 
Table 2. Mgans, genetic variances^(a g), genotype x location variances 
(0^g&), heritabilities (br), realized gains per cycle (b), and 
their standard errors (S.E.) for groat-protein yield estimated 
for three oat lines of descent grown at two locations in 1985 
HG 
Cycle 
Parameter CO C3 
Mean (Mg ha ± S.E. 0.448 ± 0.004 0.507 ± 0.002 
o^g (xio'Gys ± S.E. 1300 ± 461 1305 ± 248 
(xlO"6)b + S.E. 910 ± 254 1270 ± 232 
h^ ± S.E. 46.8 ± 16.6 46.9 ± 8.9 
b value ± S.E. 0.021 ± 0.002 
^Actual value = a^g x 10^. 
Actual value = o^g& x 10 
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CO 
0.492 ± 0.006 
2375 ± 770 
1680 ± 372 




0.569 ± 0.003 
1275 ± 282 
1980 ± 268 
41.2 ± 9.1 
CO 
0.484 ± 0.003 
1995 ± 423 
1070 ± 210 




0.542 ± 0.002 
2005 ±292 
1400 ± 200 
58.7 ± 8.6 
















b= 027 ±.003^"" 
b=.021 ±.002 
b=.021 ±. 
0 1 2 
CYCLE 
3 
Figure 2. Response of groat-protein yield (GPYLD) in three lines of 
descent 
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favorable environments for oats, conditions which would have caused 
less g X e interaction. With recurrent selection, as with any breeding 
method, evaluation in successive cycles takes place in different environ­
ments, with the result that response to selection may vary among cycles. 
Takeda and Frey (1979, 1985) have shown that increases in protein 
yield of oats were due largely to increases in grain yield, with little 
contribution from the component protein content. These studies suggest 
that rates of gain from selection should be comparable for groat-protein 
yield and grain yield. Payne et al. (1986) report increasing grain 
yield in oats 4% per cycle over three cycles of recurrent selection, 
or 1.0% per year. By utilizing data from the Early and Midseason Oat 
Performance Nurseries, Rodgers et al. (1983) estimated yearly rates 
of gain for grain yield were 0.4 and 0.9%, respectively, for the period 
1940-75. Over a similar period, yields of oat cultivars released in 
Minnesota increased 0.8% per year (Wych and Stuthman, 1983). In this 
study, gains for groat-protein yield ranged from 4.3 to 5.5% per cycle 
for the three lines of descent, rates that are higher than those reported 
for grain yield responses to selection. Since I completed one cycle 
of recurrent selection per year, these rates of gain when expressed 
on a per year basis are substantially greater than those in previous 
reports on oats. 
2 Genetic variances for CO and C3 (g g) within each line of descent 
were significantly greater than zero (P£0.05). No decrease in genetic 
variance occurred in the HG and HGP lines of descent from CO to C3, 
whereas a 50% decrease occurred in HP. The 50% decline in the genetic 
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variance of HP likely is attributable to the narrowness of the genetic 
base for this line of descent. Three of the five CO lines used to 
originate it came from the same mating. However, even with this decline, 
HP still retained a similar genetic variability to that in the C3 of 
/\2 the HG line of descent. All estimates of o g in all lines of descent 
were significantly greater than zero (P£0.05), and when compared to 
a^g estimates, they were relatively high. The ratios of o^gJl/o^g ranged 
from 0.5 to 1.6. 
Heritability estimates (Table 2) on an entry mean basis were 
unchanged from CO to C3 in HG and HG? (0.47 and 0.59, respectively) 
and decreased from 0.57 to 0.41 in the HP. These values are similar 
to those reported for other oat populations (Kuenzel and Frey, 1985; 
Takeda and Frey, 1979) and indicate that continued progress from groat-
protein yield selection should occur in all lines of descent if similar 
techniques are used. These heritability estimates could be biased upward 
because nonadditive genetic effects are included in the estimates of 
genetic variance and, furthermore, the degree of bias from this source 
would be greater in C3 than in CO (i.e., S^-derived in vs. S^-derived 
in Sg). However, additive gene action has been reported to be responsible 
for a large portion of the variability for protein yield, grain protein 
content, and grain yield (Iwig and Ohm, 1976, 1978; Kuenzel and Frey, 
1985; Ohm and Patterson, 1973) of oats, so my estimates of heritability 
probably are biased little. 
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Line Performance 
Frequency distributions of percentages of lines with various groat-
protein yields in the CO and 03 of the three lines of doKcent are shown 
in Figure 3. In all lines of descent, the lines with the highest groat-
protein yields occurred in C3. The means of the highest 20% of lines 
in C3 were significantly higher than the CO means (Table 3) in all lines 
of descent, and the 10 lines with the highest groat-protein yields all 
occurred in C3 populations. This contrasts to the results of Sumarno 
and Fehr (1982) and Guok et al. (1986). Both reported increases in 
mean yield from CO to the last cycle of selection but in neither study 
was the best line in the last cycle of selection superior to the best 
line in CO. This is a critical issue because recurrent selection should 
both increase the mean of a trait and produce ever better lines in each 
successive cycle. Increasing the trait mean without concomitant increases 
in the values of the extreme genotypes is of little value for autogamous 
species for which pure line cultivars are used. 
Certainly, our results concur with previous reports that support 
the use of recurrent selection for the improvement of self-pollinated 
crops for specific traits (Hallauer, 1985; Payne et al., 1986; Walker 
and Schmitthenner, 1984). In Table 4, I have shown the 10 lines with 
highest groat-protein yield from the three lines of descent. All of 
these lines were significantly higher in groat-protein yield than any 
check (Table 5), and the checks include Ogle, which currently is the 
cultivar with the highest groat—protein yield in Iowa, and Dal, Preston, 
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Figure 3. Frequency distribution of oat lines from CO and C3 of recurrent 
selection for groat-protein yield (GPYLD) for three lines of 
descent: (A) HG; (B) HP; (C) HGP 
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Table 3. Means and ranges of the 20% of oat lines with highest groat-
protein yield in CO and C3 of three lines of descent 




CO X 0.521 0.577 0.568 
range 0.494-0.584 0.550-0.623 0.539-0.629 
G3 X 0.575 0.647 0.620 
range 0.550-0.705 0.613-0.733 0.588-0.698 
CO vs C3® ** ** ** 
Check X 0.462 
range 0.413-0.551 
^Means of CO and C3 differ at 1% level of significance (**). 
Table 4. Means over two locations for agronomic traits of the 10 oat lines with highest 
groat-protein yield fron the three lines of descent 
Line of Traif 
Line descent Cycle GPYLD GYIELD GPC HI HD HT SEEDWT TWT BWT GP 
Mg ha-1 g kg'l % days cm g kg m~^ Mg ha~^ % 
J772-3 HP 3 0.733 3.568 205.6 44.9 67.0 99.3 5.88 453.6 10.664 73.9 
J756-1 HP 3 0.729 3.624 200.8 43.7 66.0 100.7 5.53 471.0 11.631 71.9 
J674-2 HG 3 0.705 3.994 176.3 46.2 65.0 99.7 6.02 473.6 11.201 77.1 
J778-4 HP 3 0.703 3.463 202.8 43.9 65.7 101.3 5.76 444.6 11.287 70.0 
J706-4 HP 3 0.701 3.680 189.3 43.9 65.0 97.3 5.66 430.5 11.610 71.3 
J806-4 HGP 3 0.698 4.099 171.1 46.1 67.0 106.3 5.83 429.2 12.255 72.3 
J762-1 HP 3 0.688 3.400 202.5 44.7 66.3 99.0 6.04 436.3 10.556 72.3 
J894-4 HGP 3 0.687 3.851 178.3 44.9 65.0 102.0 6.48 458.2 11.642 73.8 
X2-1 HP 3 0.684 3.477 196.5 43.9 66.7 104.3 6.29 448.5 11.148 70.9 
J828-4 HGP 3 0.683 3.688 184.8 43.5 64.7 102.7 6.26 438.9 11.825 71.5 
LSD^ ) 0.110 0.588 13.2 3.7 1.9 6.1 0.45 18.6 1.555 3.8 
^See text for meaning of symbols. 
Error term obtained by pooling over lines of descent. 
Table 5. Means over two locations for agronomic traits for check oat lines^ 
Trait^ 
Line GPYLD GYIELD GPC HI HD HT SEEDWT TWT BWT GP 
Mg ha I g kg 1 % days cm g kg m  ^ Mg ha-1 % 
Allen 0.413 2 .322 178. 0 41.5 57. 4 81. 5 6 .00 460. 4 7. ,282 77. 0 
B605-1085 0.446 2 .518 176. 9 44.5 60. 9 86. 5 5 .82 467. 9 7. ,778 72. 9 
CI9170 0.425 2 .404 176. 6 43.2 57. 0 90. 1 6 .18 462. 6 7. ,467 74. 6 
Dal 0.501 2 .607 191. 9 41.5 65. 9 96. 0 5 .81 464. 9 8, .474 74. 2 
Noble 0.448 2 .511 177. 9 44.0 60. 9 88. 5 5 .83 465. 0 7. ,838 73. 0 
Nodaway 70 0.460 2 .636 174. 4 42.2 58. 6 95. 4 6 .38 471. 6 8, .150 76. 7 
Ogle 0.551 3 .306 166. 3 46.3 63. 1 89. 7 6 .53 428. 6 9, .504 75. 1 
Otee 0.489 2 .573 190. 0 41.9 60. 4 89. 3 5 .59 464. 8 8. 443 72. 7 
Preston 0.466 2 .344 198. 6 43.4 59. 2 89. 2 5 .55 461. 9 7, .414 72. 9 
Stout 0.427 2 .461 173. 1 42.3 58. 2 80. 2 6 .52 446. 5 7. ,705 75. 5 
LSD^ 0.020 0 .109 2. 5 0.7 0. 4 1. 1 0 .08 3. 5 0. ,289 0. 7 
^Means obtained by pooling check values over lines of descent. 
'^ See text for meaning of symbols. 
E^rror term obtained by pooling over lines of descent. 
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exceeded Ogle in both groat yield and protein content, and they were 
significantly higher for grain yield than any check cultivar, except 
Ogle. Thus, the best lines for groat-protein yield are also outstanding 
for groat yield. 
Recurrent selection for a single trait has been cited as a useful 
adjunct in applied breeding programs for the development of valuable 
germplasm pools from which lines can be selected for crossing with elite 
breeding lines or cultivars. However, with single trait selection, 
changes in the trait under selection may be, and often are, accompanied 
by undesirable changes in other traits (Busch and Kofoid, 1982; Brim 
and Burton, 1979; Loffier et al., 1983; Miller and Fehr, 1979; Payne 
et al., 1986). In this study, high groat-protein yield was associated 
with lateness, tallness, and low groat percentage. Of the five lines 
with groat-protein yield greater than 700 kg ha~^ , all had heading dates 
of 65.0 or greater and three of the five had a groat percentage less 
than the lowest check (Tables 4 and 5). 
Selection of oat lines from these populations for overall agronomic 
suitability for heading date, plant height, test weight, and groat per­
centage reduced the mean groat-protein yield of the selected sample 
materially (Table 6). That is, lines chosen for this sample had to 
be within the range of early to midseason check cultivars for these 
four traits and also have high groat-protein yield. In spite of the 
restrictions imposed for agronomic traits, the groat-protein yield of 
the sample was 637 kg ha ^ and all lines exceeded 600 kg ha~^ , whereas 
the highest check. Ogle, produced only 551 kg ha~^. Eight of the 10 
Table 6. Means over two locations for agronomic traits of the 10 oat lines with highest groat-
protein yield after selection for earliness, shortness, and high test weight, and groat 
percentage 
Rank in 
Line of Trait^  reap. C3 
Line descent GPYLD GYIELD GPC HI HD HT SEEDWT TWT BWT GP popn. 
Mg -1 ha -1 g kg % days cm 8 kg m~ Mg ha  ^ % 
J823-2 HGP 3 0.673 3.903 172.3 46.6 62.7 97.7 6.24 469.8 11.395 73.7 4 
J815-1 HGP 3 0.670 3.882 172.3 48.5 62.7 94.0 6.21 449.1 10.718 74.8 5 
J606-1 HG 3 0.670 4.063 163.5 48.4 58.0 92.7 6.87 440.1 10.879 77.3 2 
J728-1 HP 3 0.651 3.235 200.2 41.9 63.0 96.0 5.62 438.8 10.728 71.7 21 
J891-4 HGP 3 0.631 3.469 182.1 46.9 61.3 95.0 6.31 454.9 10.245 72.1 18 
J813-3 HGP 3 0.624 3.421 182.2 46.7 60.3 93.7 5.89 464.6 9.804 74.8 24 
J764-3 HP 3 0.618 3.012 205.8 42.0 62.3 95.0 6.07 434.3 10.030 71.2 54 
J843-4 HGP 3 0.614 3.567 171.9 44.6 60.3 94.7 7.10 455.5 10.911 73.2 30 
J607-3 HG 3 0.612 3.660 165.6 47.0 60.3 94.0 7.05 443.4 10.352 74.7 3 
J864-1 HGP 3 0.608 3.390 179.4 45.4 62.0 94.3 6.57 471.7 9.944 75.0 39 
LSD^ 0.110 0.588 13.2 3.7 1.9 6.1 0.45 18.6 1.555 3.8 
^See text for meaning of symbols. 
Error terra obtained by pooling over lines of descent. 
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lines exceeded Ogle in groat yield and six of these had a greater groat-
protein content. Further, the grain yield of the high protein experi­
mental lines (i.e., those above 180.0 g kg was 29% greater than 
that of the high protein checks. The C3 of HP contributed six of the 
10 top oat lines vrtien selection was based on groat-protein yield only, 
but it contributed only two of 10 when the four agronomic traits were 
included as additional selection criteria. On average, the C3 mean 
of the HP line of descent was later than desirable (63 days) and had 
a low groat percentage (71.0). Whereas undesirable changes occurred 
for several important agronomic traits when recurrent selection was 
practiced for high groat-protein yield, still some lines with exception­
ally high groat-protein yield had acceptable agronomic performance. 
In most breeding programs that use recurrent selection, single-
trait selection is practiced. However, the ultimate worth of an improved 
germplasm pool depends not only on the level of the selected trait but 
also on the performance and production levels of the other characters 
that concern breeders. Therefore, in this study, selection was prac­
ticed not only for protein yield but mildly for heading date and plant 
height as well. In all lines of descent the means for plant height 
and date of heading in the COs were maintained through the C3s, except 
in the HP line of descent where plant height increased 2 cm. Gains 
in groat-protein yield very likely would have been greater without these 
constraints, but the breeding values of the improved germplasm pools 
would have been diminished. 
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Theoretical (Baker and Curnow, 1969; Bradshaw, 1984; Rawlings, 
1970) and applied studies (Busch and Kofoid, 1982; Brim and Burton, 
1979) have suggested that recombining 20 individuals (lines) per cycle 
of recurrent selection will provide both short- and long-term response 
to selection. My results support this number in that I achieved sub­
stantial short-term gains and preserved genetic variability to allow 
for continued response to selection. Furthermore, in the recombination 
phase of recurrent selection, a breeder ideally would make all possible 
crosses among selected lines. However, practical constraints place 
limits on the number of intermatings possible, especially in autogamous 
species. Because of this constraint, Hallauer (1985) has noted the 
importance of representing each selected progeny equally in the popula­
tion that results from intermating. In this study, 20 SQ lines were 
selected, and each was crossed in a partial diallel commencing in CI. 
Since the lines were in Sg when intermated, they were heterogeneous, 
and thus the actual plants used in crosses could have been quite deviant 
from a line mean. Ten plants from each SQ line were used for inter­
mating, and selfed seeds from them were bulked to represent the line. 
On the basis of CI data, the means of progeny of sampled plants and 
the bulk SQ lines were in good agreement (within 4% of each other), 
indicating adequate sampling of the selected line. 
Recurrent Selection 
The ability to carry out a cycle of S^ recurrent selection in a 
single year can be attributed to several unique aspects of oat breeding. 
The value of early generation testing for identifying superior genotypes 
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is theoretically sound (Seltzer and Evans, 1978; Sneep, 1977; Weber, 
1984), but a major limitation in its application to S^-derived lines 
in Sj is that the seed supply from a greenhouse-grown plant is so small 
that it precludes rod-row plot testing. To overcome this, the microplot 
testing procedure with a reduced seeding rate was utilized. This allowed 
evaluation with three replicates at each of two locations, a minimum 
testing regime for traits with moderate heritabilities. Additionally, 
the microplot procedure can accommodate a large number of entries which 
permitted testing 300 lines in each cycle of each line of descent so 
that samples of parent lines represented the high selection intensities 
needed to maximize short-term gains but still contained large enough 
numbers of parents to maintain genetic variance necessary for long-term 
goals. As suggested by Kenworthy and Brim (1979), the development of 
small plots with minimal labor requirements is a necessary requirement 
for adapting recurrent selection procedures for quantitative traits 
into most breeding programs. The approach method of crossing oats (Brown, 
1980) is a flexible procedure viiich permits a large number of crosses 
to be made with a moderate expenditure of labor. By utilizing green­
houses, crossing is done in the fall season, a generation for seed 
increase occurs in the winter, and field evaluation is done in the 
field in the summer. This permits the completion of one cycle within 
a single year. Another critical aspect was the use of the infrared 
reflectance spectroscopy (1RS) (Williams, 1975) to estimate groat-protein 
content. This procedure is rapid and thus permits evaluating a large 
number of genotypes quickly and accurately. In summary, the methodology 
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utilized in this study represents a compromise which accommodates the 
heritability of protein yield, seed supply, and resource availability 
on the one hand, and maximizing genetic gain per year on the other. 
Breeding methods utilized for oats have changed little over the 
last four decades except for the adoption of rapid generation advance 
(Rodgers et al., 1983). To a large extent, the particular procedure a 
breeder follows is a compromise between what is theoretically sound, 
what is practically feasible, and short- and long-term breeding goals. 
Theoretical advantages of recurrent selection are well documented, but 
in some autogamous species technical difficulties have prevented its 
adoption. In oats, the technical constraints have been overcome. 
Increasingly, reports on the use of recurrent selection for self-
pollinated crop species are illustrating the potential of this breeding 
method to meet both the short-term goal of varietal development and the 
long-term goal of population improvement. However, in future studies, 
greater emphasis needs to be placed on multiple trait selection to provide 
improved germplasm pools that are acceptable in several traits and thus 
of greater value to the breeder. In this manner, recurrent selection 
can provide breeders with a procedure to gradually improve populations 
that can be used as sources of new, improved genotypes. Only when 
recurrent selection is integrated with other breeding methods will its 
full potential be realized. 
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SECTION II. CORRELATED RESPONSES TO PROTEIN YIELD 
SELECTION IN OATS (Avena sativa L. ) FOLLOWING 
THREE CYCLES OF RECURRENT SELECTION 
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ABSTRACT 
Three oat (Avena sativa L.) populations (HG, HP, and HGP) (i.e., 
lines of descent), each developed by three cycles of recurrent selec­
tion with the objective of increasing groat-protein yield, were evaluated 
for the effect of recurrent selection on other agronomic traits. 
Selection for increased groat-protein yield caused increases in bundle 
weight, harvest index, vegetative growth rate until maturity, and seed 
number in all lines of descent. Heading date, plant height, and seed 
weight were unaffected, whereas groat percentage and test weight were 
decreased in the HP and HGP lines of descent. Heritability estimates 
were high for heading date, plant height, test weight, and seed weight 
(0.70-0.96), moderate for harvest index and bundle weight (0.40-0.76), 
and low for groat percentage (0.19-0.63). Genetic variability generally 
declined from CO to C3 for all traits. Heritability and genetic variance 
estimates from C3 indicate the potential for continued progress from 
selection for single or multiple traits. 
Groat-protein yield and amount of protein per groat increased in 
all lines of descent. In HG, the increase in groat weight was due pri­
marily to increases in nonprotein fractions, with groat-protein content 
(GPC) actually decreasing. In HGP, groat weight increased due to 
increases in protein and nonprotein fractions, and GPC remained constant. 
In HP, groat weight and amount of nonproteins per groat decreased, thus 
increasing GPC. 
Three cycles of recurrent selection resulted in oat lines with 
groat-protein yields significantly higher than the highest lines from 
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CO. Utilization of index selection may be desirable to obtain populations 
of greater breeding value for meeting specific plant breeding goals. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Protein yield is an aggregate trait of cereals that is composed of 
the component traits grain yield and protein percentage. Selection for 
increased protein yield generally results in increases in grain yield 
with little contribution from protein percentage (Takeda and Prey, 1979, 
1985). With recurrent selection, as with any other plant breeding pro­
cedure, changes in a trait(s) under selection may be accompanied by 
undesirable changes in other traits. These correlated responses occur 
due to 1) pleiotrophy of genes conditioning the primary trait, 2) chromo­
some linkage, 3) independent selection of other traits, and 4) genetic 
drift. By monitoring correlated responses, the breeder can invoke neces­
sary changes in selection pressure or protocol to preserve the overall 
breeding value of the germplasm pool undergoing improvement. 
Payne et al. (1986) found that three cycles of selection for grain 
yield of oats (Avena sativa L.) was successful for increasing the primary 
trait, but on average, the resulting genotypes were taller and had longer 
vegetative growth periods, higher phytomass, and reduced harvest index. 
Takeda and Frey (1985) found that simultaneous improvement in grain yield, 
protein percentage, and protein yield from independent culling in oat 
populations caused associated increases in straw and biomass yields, 
vegetative growth rate, height, and maturity. Selection for high grain 
protein percentage in wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) by Loffler et al. 
(1983) caused decreases in grain yield and kernel weight, whereas McNeal 
et al. (1972) noted that selection for low protein percentage was 
associated with high levels of grain yield, test weight, kernel weight 
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and number per spike, and harvest index. Four cycles of plant 
selection for kernel weight in spring wheat increased grain protein 
slightly and caused déclinés in other yield components (Busch and KoCuid, 
1982). In soybeans (Glycine max L.), recurrent selection for seed yield 
in North Carolina (Kenworthy and Brim, 1979) and Iowa (Sumarno and Fehr, 
1982) caused no consistent change in other traits. In another study, 
however, one cycle of direct selection for protein content caused 
decreases in oil and carbohydrates and delayed maturity over five days 
(Miller and Fehr, 1979). 
Genetic correlations quantify the degree of association between 
traits, and in turn, predict degree of success from indirect selection. 
In some cases, indirect selection may give a response more cheaply than 
will direct selection for the same trait. In addition, success of 
simultaneous selection for two or more traits depends on the level and 
direction of genetic correlation among traits selected. 
Takeda et al. (1979) studied 20 oat cultivars grown in Iowa and 
obtained high positive correlations of protein yield with grain yield 
and bundle weight, moderately positive association with harvest index, 
high negative association with plant height, and no association with 
date of heading. In general, high positive correlations of protein yield 
with bundle weight and harvest index have been observed, whereas associ­
ations with height and heading date vary with the germplasm source (Jalan 
et al., 1981; Takeda and Frey, 1979; Welch and Yong, 1980). Correlations 
involving grain yield coincide closely with those obtained for protein 
yield. That is, grain yields are consistently and positively associated 
with harvest index, bundle weight, seed weight, and height (Gullord, 
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1980; Takeda et al., 1979, 1980; Welch and Yong, 1980; Wych and Stuthman, 
1983). Within sativa germplasm, protein percentage is negatively 
associated with height, harvest index, grain yield, groat percentage, 
and bundle weight (Brown et al., 1966; Clamot and Castille, 1977; Forsberg 
et al., 1974; Gullord, 1980; Takeda et al., 1979; Welch and Yong, 1980). 
The objectives of this study were to determine whether changes 
occurred in the levels of agronomic traits following three cycles of 
line recurrent selection for protein yield in three oat populations 
and to assess the changes in magnitude of correlation of these traits 
with groat-protein yield, groat yield, and groat-protein content. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Three cycles of Sj line recurrent selection for protein yield were 
conducted in three oat populations—HG, HP, and HGP (hereafter referred 
to as lines of descent). Details of population development and evaluation 
of CO through C3 were presented previously (McFerson, 1987a). A common 
CO population was initiated by crossing four lines with high grain yield 
to 10 lines with high protein content to give 27 biparental matings. 
From 30 to 90 Fg-derived lines were evaluated per mating. The basis 
of line selection for use as parents in the three lines of descent was 
a modification of independent culling based on the following criteria: 
Line of descent Criteria 
HG High protein yield due to high grain yield. 
HP High protein yield due to high protein content and 
high grain yield. 
HGP High protein yield per se (commencing in CI popu­
lation) . 
Five parents were used to initiate each of the HG and HP lines of descent, 
and HGP was initiated by combining the sets of parents used for HG and 
HP. 
CO selections were intermated twice, and SQ seeds were sown in the 
greenhouse to provide S^ -derived lines in Sj^ (SQ p for testing. 
Evaluation was done in hill plots sown in a randomized complete block 
design with three replicates at each of two locations. The numbers of 
SQ  ^lines evaluated in CI were 300 in each of the HP and HGP lines 
of descent, and 285 in HG. In CI, selection for protein yield was 
continued in the HG and HP lines of descent using the same criteria as 
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in CO, except that the means for heading date and plant height of selected 
lines could not exceed the respective means of the CI populations from 
which they were selected. In the HGP line of descent, selection was 
for protein yield per se, and heading date and plant were selected as 
in HG and HP. Twenty lines selected from each line of descent to serve 
as parents for the C2 were intermated via a partial diallel in the fall 
season in the greenhouse. SQ plants were grown in the greenhouse during 
winter, and 300 SQ  ^lines per line of descent were evaluated using the 
same procedures as in CI. Selection in C2 and intermating to form C3 
populations followed the same protocols as those used in CI. 
To evaluate gain and correlated response to protein yield selection 
in the three lines of descent, the following materials were evaluated: 
1) the three C3 populations of 300 SQ ^ lines each; 2) 75, 60, and 135 
SQ 2 random CO lines representing matings from which parent lines were 
selected to originate the HG, HP, and HGP lines of descent, respectively; 
3) 30 random SQ g lines each of the CI and C2 populations of each line 
of descent, respectively; 4) oat lines used as parents for each cycle 
of each line of descent; and 5) 10 check cultivars and experimental lines. 
In 1985, the materials for a line of descent were evaluated in a 
randomized complete block design with three replicates at each of two 
locations. Check lines were entered nine times in the HG and in the 
HP experiments and 11 times in the HGP experiment to provide an estimate 
of an error term for traits measured on a single replicate per location. 
Sowing dates were 10 April at both the Agronomy Field Research Center 
near Ames, Iowa, and the Clarion-Webster Research Center near Kanawha, 
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Iowa. The soil type was a Nicollet silt loam (fine-loamy, mixed, mesic 
Aquic Hapludoll) at Ames and a Webster silty clay loam (fine-loamy, mixed, 
mesic Typic Hapluquoll) at Kanawha and the preceding crop was soybeans 
at both sites. Fertilizer application per hectare was 51.5 kg N and 
7 kg each of and KgO at Kanawha; and 33.6 kg N and 51.5 kg each 
of PgOg and K^O at Ames. At the flag leaf stage, 11.2 kg N ha"^  was 
applied at both sites. A plot was a hill sown with 20 seeds, and the 
plots were spaced 30.5 cm in perpendicular directions. Two rows of hills 
were planted around each replicate to provide competition for peripheral 
plots. The experiments were hand weeded, and Bayleton, a systemic 
fungicide, was applied to the plants at anthesis to control fungal foliar 
diseases. 
Several traits were measured on seed lots obtained by bulking the 
three replicates from a location. Thus, one replicate of data per loca­
tion was obtained for the following traits: 
Groat-protein content (GPC) (g kg - Approximately 10 g of seed 
from each bulk were dehulled and the resulting groats were analyzed for 
groat-N content by using a Neo-Tec Model 41 near-infrared analyzer.^  
Nitrogen content on an "as is" moisture basis was multiplied by 6.25 
to obtain groat-protein content. 
Groat percentage (GP) (%) - Determined by manually dehulling approxi­
mately 50 seeds and dividing groat weight by seed weight and multiplying 
by 100. 
^Appreciation is expressed to Dr. David Peterson and Keith Gilchrist, 
Dir. and Tech., respectively, USDA Oat Quality Lab, Madison, WI, for 
making the N determinations. 
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Groat yield (GYIELD) (Mg ha ^) - Calculated as mean grain yield 
at a location multiplied by groat percentage. 
Groat-protein yield (GPYLD) (Mg ha~^) - Calculated as groat yield 
X groat-protein percentage. 
200-seed weight (SEEDWT) (g) - Weight of 200 random seeds. 
—3 
Test weight (TWT) (kg m ) - Weight of a given volume of seed. 
The following traits were measured on a per plot basis; 
Days to heading (HD) (days) - Number of days from planting until 
50% of the panicles had fully emerged from the leaf sheaths. Measured 
on all replicates at Ames. 
Plant height (HT) (cm) - Distance from ground level to tips of pani­
cles two weeks after anthesis. Measured on all replicates at Ames. 
Grain yield (Mg ha ^ ) - Dry weight of threshed oat grains. Measured 
on all replicates. 
Bundle weight (BWT) (Mg ha ^) - Air-dry weight of the oat culms 
harvested at soil level. Measured on all replicates. 
Harvest index (HI) (%) - Calculated as (grain yield/bundle, weight) 
X 100. Measured on all replicates. 
An analysis of variance was conducted for each trait in each line 
of descent. Variance components were estimated by equating observed 
mean squares to their expectations, and standard errors for variance 
components were computed by using the method of Anderson and Bancroft 
(1952). No single mean square was appropriate to test the null hypothesis 
of equality of cycle means, so an approximate F-test was performed by 
using the method of Satterthwaite (1946). Simple F-tests were used to 
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test genetic variation among lines within each cycle and genotype x 
location interaction. For traits based on one replicate per location, 
the check error term was utilized to test for significance of genotype 
X location interaction. Estimates of least significant difference 
(L.S.D.: P£0.05) for cycle means were obtained by using the appropriate 
error term and the harmonic mean of the number of observations entering 
a cycle mean. 
Estimates of broad sense heritability on an entry-mean basis were 
calculated by using the formula: 
/NO /so 
h = o/g/a^ p 
where a^g and o^ p are estimates of genetic and phenotypic variance, 
respectively, among entry means. Heritabilities have a reference unit 
of one or two locations and one or three replicates depending on the 
trait. Standard errors for heritability estimates were calculated by 
using the approximate method of Dickerson (1969). 
Linear regressions of trait means upon cycle numbers were computed 
for all traits to determine whether changes had occurred during selection 
for protein yield. The b values were tested for significant deviation 
from zero by an approximate F-test from the analysis of variance. Tests 
of homogeneity of b values among lines of descent were conducted accord­
ing to the method outlined by Steel and Torrie (1980). 
Genetic and phenotypic correlations among traits were based on entry 
means. Because heading date and plant height were taken only in Ames, 
simple covariance analyses of these two traits with means of other traits 
measured at Kanawha provided genetic covariances, which were used to 
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compute genetic correlations. Phenotypic correlations for heading date 
and plant height with other traits were calculated from entry means 




CO means for all lines of descent are within agronomically acceptable 
limits when compared to adapted cultivars (Tables 1 and 2) for all traits 
except plant height and date of heading. Linear responses of trait means 
to cycles of selection for protein yield are presented in Table 1. 
Harvest index increased in all lines of descent with the increase 
occurring in KG (1.00 ±0.08%) being significantly greater than those in 
HP and HGP (0.71 and 0.63, ±0.08%, respectively). The latter values 
were not significantly different from each other. Increases were con­
sistent over cycles in HG and HGP, whereas HP showed no response between 
C2 and C3. These responses corroborate previous reports that showed a 
positive association between harvest index and protein yield in oats 
(Jalani et al., 1981; Takeda and Frey, 1979; Takeda et al., 1979). 
Date of heading became earlier in HG (-0.3 ±0.1 days) and HGP (-0.7 
±0.1 days) but did not change in HP, whereas plant height was decreased 
in HG (-0.43 ±0.13 cm), unchanged in HP, and increased in HGP (0.67 ±0.18 
cm). In light of previous reports that showed a positive association 
between grain yield and plant height and heading date for oats (Jalani 
et al., 1981; Payne et al., 1986; Takeda and Frey, 1979; Takeda et al., 
1979), it appears that the restriction that means for heading date and 
plant height of selected lines could not exceed the respective means of 
the population from which they were selected was successful in keeping 
the germplasm pools agronomically desirable. Generally, all populations 
still would be considered too tall, and any increase in height would be 
Table 1. Means, realized gains per cycle (b), and their standard errors for agronomic traits 
measured on three cycles of recurrent selection for protein yield in three lines of descent 
grown at two locations in 1985 
Line 
of Harvest Plant Heading Bundle Seed Test Groat 
descent Cycle index height date^  weight weight weight percent 
% cm days Mg ha ^ 8 
—3 kg m" % 
HG CO 42.2 93.8 62.3 8.33 6.41 454.4 73.9 
CI 42.8 93.6 60.3 8.25 6.37 453.6 74.9 
C2 43.9 92.9 59.7 8.71 6.57 454.8 73.9 
C3 45.2 92.6 60.0 8.98 6.63 454.5 74.3 
LSDn n-î. 0.5 0.8 0.2 0.21 0.07 n.s. n.s. 
b value° 1.04** -0.43* -0.67** 0.237** 0.08** 0.08 0.07 
S.E. ±0.08 ±0.13 ±0.11 ±0.036 ±0.02 ±0.53 ±0.07 
HP CO 41.8 93.2 63.3 8.67 5.86 462.8 73.1 
CI 42.7 94.6 62.8 8.37 6.00 450.7 72.3 
C2 44.2 95.3 63.2 9.04 6.02 449.0 71.9 
C3 44.0 94.0 63.2 9.26 5.94 445.3 71.0 
LSD« ns 0.5 1.0 0.3 0.25 n.s. 2.7 0.6 
b value 0.71** 0.14 0.02 0.235** 0.02 -5.28** -0.68** 
S.E. ±0.08 ±0.21 ±0.11 ±0.038 ±0.01 ±0.52 ±0.08 
D^ays after planting. 
Linear coefficient for regression of the mean of the cycle on the cycle number. 
*,**Significantly different from zero at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively. 
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''Significant difference in b values. 
Table 2. Means over two locations for agronomic traits for oat check lines^ 
Traité 
Line GPYLD GYIELD GPC HI HD HT SEEDWT WI BWr GP 
Mg ha ^ 8 kg"^  % days cm g kg m~^ Mg ha ^ % 
Allen 0.413 2.322 178.0 41.5 57.4 81.5 6.00 460.4 7.282 77.0 
B605-1085 0.446 2.518 176.9 44.5 60.9 86.5 5.82 467.9 7.778 72.9 
019170 0.425 2.404 176.6 43.2 57.0 90.1 6.18 462.6 7.467 74.6 
Dal 0.501 2.607 191.9 41.5 65.9 96.0 5.81 464.9 8.474 74.2 
Noble 0.448 2.511 177.9 44.0 60.9 88.5 5.83 465.0 7.838 73.0 
Nodaway 70 0.460 2.636 174.4 42.2 58.6 95.4 6.38 471.6 8.150 76.7 
Ogle 0.551 3.306 166.3 46.3 63.1 89.7 6.53 428.6 9.504 75.1 
Otee 0.489 2.573 190.0 41.9 60.4 89.3 5.59 464.8 8.443 72.7 
Preston 0.466 2.344 198.6 43.4 59.2 89.2 5.55 461.9 7.414 72.9 
Stout 0.427 2.461 173.1 42.3 58.2 80.2 6.52 446.5 7.705 75.5 
LSD^ 0.020 0.109 2.5 0.7 0.4 1.1 0.08 3.5 0.289 0.7 
e^ans obtained by pooling check values over populations. 
^See text for meaning of symbols. 
''Error term obtained by pooling over populations. 
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undesirable since height is positively associated with lodging, Earliness 
also may have been unintentionally selected during intermating of parental 
SQ 2 lines. Crossing is done among individual plants within lines and 
if heterogeneity occurs within lines, there is a tendency to cross among 
the earliest plants to get the intercrossing done as quickly as possible. 
This would tend to cause unintended selection for earliness. When the 
SQ 2 parental lines of CI and C2 were compared with counterpart lines 
reconstituted by bulking selfed seeds from the exact Sg plants used in 
crossing, the counterpart lines were one or two days earlier than the 
original lines for CI of HGP and C2 of HG and HGP. 
Bundle weight increased similarly and significantly in all lines 
of descent, with increases per cycle ranging from 0.235 ±0.038 to 0.245 
±0.033 Mg ha .^ Because heading dates were held constant or became 
earlier in all lines of descent, the increased bundle weights must have 
been due to elevated vegetative growth rates (Table 3). Likewise, Takeda 
and Frey (1985) and Payne et al. (1986) found that selection for protein 
yield and grain yield, respectively, led to increases in phytomass of 
oats. 
The responses of seed weight, groat percentage, and groat weight 
to selection for protein yield varied with the line of descent (Tables 
1 and 3). In HP, seed weight did not change, but a significant decrease 
in groat percentage (-0.68 ±0.08%) caused a slight decrease in groat 
weight. In contrast, a decline in groat percentage in HGP was offset 
by an increase in seed weight so that groat weight increased slightly. 
In HG, seed weight increased and groat percentage was unchanged, resulting 
Table 3. Means over two locations in 1985 for agronomic and seed traits of CO and C3 from the three 
lines of descent 
Line of descent 
HG HP HGP 
Cycle 
Trait CO C3 CO C3 CO C3 
Groat-protein yield 
(Mg ha ) 
0.448 0.507 - 0.492 0.569 - 0.484 0.542 — 
Groat yield 
(Mg ha 1) 
2.60 3.02 - 2.64 2.90 
- 2.67 2.98 -
Groat-protein con­
tent (g kg 1) 
172 168 
-
186 196 - 181 182 -
Straw yield 
(Mg ha 1) 
4.81 4.91 2.1 5.05 5.18 2.6 5.05 5.24 3.8 
Vegetative growth  ^
rate (Mg ha ^day ) 
0.0772 0.0819 6,1 0.0798 0.0820 2.8 0.0806 0.0851 5.6 
Groat weight (g)^  4.74 4.93 4.0 4.28 4.22 -1.4 4.64 4.70 1.3 
Seed number , 
(ha l)(xlO ) 
109.7 122.5 11.7 123.4 137.4 11.3 115.1 126.8 10.2 
Non-protein (g)^  3.93 4.10 4.3 3.48 3.39 -2.6 3.80 3.85 1.3 
Protein (g)^  0.815 0.828 1.6 0.796 0.827 3.9 0.840 0.855 1.8 
h^is column indicates percent change in C3 vs CO. 
^On the basis of 200 groats. 
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in a 4% increase in groat weight. In the HP line of descent, the mean 
for groat percentage in C3 was less than the 72.7% for Otee, the lowest 
check cultivar, and most lines with high groat-protein yield had unac­
ceptable values for this trait. 
Significant decreases of -5.28 ±0.52 and -3.38 ±0.42 kg m  ^in test 
weight occurred in the HP and HGP lines of descent, respectively, but 
nearly all of these decreases occurred between CO and CI. The HG line 
of descent was unchanged. C3 means of HG and HGP, while low, are accept-
—3 
able, but the HP mean (445 kg m ) was less than any check entry except 
Ogle, a cultivar noted for low test weight. 
In summary, favorable correlated responses occurred for harvest 
index and bundle weight, whereas response in seed weight was dependent 
on line of descent. Mild selection for heading date and plant height 
caused favorable responses or no change, but undesirable responses 
occurred for test weight and groat percentage in two lines of descent. 
Genetic Variances and Heritabilities 
To determine the effect that selection for protein yield had upon 
the variability for other traits, estimates of the genetic variances 
/s 2 (o g) in CO and C3 populations were computed. The genetic variance and 
2 heritability (h ) estimates presented in Table 4 assess the potential 
for genetic change in subsequent cycles. 
Significant genetic variability (P^ 0.05) existed for all traits 
in all cycles except for groat percentage in the CO of the HG line of 
descent. Genetic variances tended to decrease from CO to C3 for all 
traits except test weight and plant height. Generally, genetic variances 
Table 4. Genetic variances (o^ g)^ , heritabilities (h^), and their standard errors for random lines 
from CO and C3 of recurrent selection for protein yield grown at two locations in 1985 
Line of descent 
HG HP HGP 
• Cycle 
Trait CO C3 CO C3 CO C3 































Heading date (days) 
S^g 11.54+1.95 5.8910.52 









Bundle weight (Mg ha )^ 
465+124 
61.6116.4 












For each trait, the genetic variance for lines within cycles is significant (P^ O.Ol) for all 
lines of descent unless noted otherwise. 
^Actual value = a g^ xlO~". 
Table 4. Continued 
Line of descent 
HG HP HOP 
Cycle 
Trait CO C3 CO C3 CO C3 
Seed weight (g) 
a^ g(xlO~^ )^  
86.4+16.2 88.2+8.2 90.7+18.1 70.6+8.4 89.3±12.1 78.1±8.3 
C  1780±335 20951195 21901438 540+64 23251316 1000+106 
Test weight (kg m 
S^ g 180137 114+14 114128 100112 133122 106113 
79.3116.3 70.818.3 73.1118.2 70.6+8.4 74.5112.2 70.018.4 
Groat percent (%) 
o^ gCxlO"^ )^  3901361"® 9751248 353011019 9051279 12151371 5801216 
h^  18.5117.1 36.219.2 63.3+18.3 30.719.5 41.5112.7 25.319.4 
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in C3 of the HGP line of descent tended to be larger or equal to their 
counterparts in HG and HP although not always significantly so. 
Genetic variability for harvest index declined 68, 70, and 12% in 
the HG, HP, and HGP lines of descent, respectively, from CO to C3. 
Heritability estimates also declined from CO to C3, but they ranged 
from 0.46 to 0.67, values that are larger than those reported previously 
(Takeda and Frey, 1979; Takeda et al., 1979, 1980). 
Estimates of heritability for heading date and plant height were 
high, unchanged over cycles, and in agreement with previous reports 
(Takeda and Frey, 1979; Takeda et al., 1979, 1980). While genetic vari­
ances for heading date declined in the HG and HP lines of descent, the 
reductions were not sufficiently large to impede response to future 
selection. Genetic variability in the HG line of descent remained con­
stant from CO to C3 for bundle weight and seed weight, declined 57 and 
37%, respectively, in HGP, and declined roughly 72% in HP. Though cor­
related responses were equal in bundle weight across lines of descent, 
substantially less genetic variability was present by C3 in HP. 
Heritabilities for bundle weight were higher than those previously 
reported (Takeda and Frey, 1979; Takeda et al., 1979, 1980). 
Means for test weight and groat percentage in C3 of the HP line 
of descent were low relative to the checks, but the significant genetic 
variability in C3 and high heritability for test weight suggest that 
increasing this trait should be relatively easy to achieve through 
selection. Whereas genetic variability for groat percentage declined 
74% from CO to C3 in HP, adequate genetic variation remains for selection 
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to be effective; however, low heritability in C3 of all lines of descent 
(0.25 to 0.36) indicate that gains from selection would be slow. The 
use of more replicates and larger samples of seeds per replicate, which 
probably would increase heritability, could lead to quicker response 
to selection. Unfortunately, the procedure of measuring groat percent­
age is slow and costly. 
Declines in genetic variability for several traits from CO to C3 
were accompanied by favorable responses in mean performance (i.e., harvest 
index), whereas for others it was accompanied by unfavorable responses 
(i.e., groat percentage). Declines in genetic variance over cycles is 
not inherently objectionable, since it may reflect the elimination of 
undesirable alleles from the population. However, when undesirable shifts 
in mean performance coincide with loss of genetic variability, the ability 
of the population to respond to selection for increased performance in 
these traits is reduced. Selection in all lines of descent towards 
shortness would be desirable, and in the HP line of descent, selection 
for increased groat percentage and test weight should be initiated. 
Inclusion of these traits in a multiple trait selection strategy likely 
would decrease the response in groat-protein yield, but probably it would 
improve the overall breeding value of the germplasm pools for variety 
development. 
Genetic Correlations 
The ranges in performance of oat lines within cycles were signifi­
cant for all traits. Genetic correlations (Table 5) involving groat-
protein yield with other traits were very similar to their counterparts 
Table 5, Genetic correlations for groat-protein yield, groat yield, and groat-protein content with 
other traits in CO and C3 for the three lines of descent grown at two locations in 1985 
Line of descent 
Trait^  Cycle 
HG HP HGP 
Trait^ 
GPYLD GYIELD GPCD GPYLD GYIELD GPC GPYLD GYIELD GPC 
HI CO 0.63 0.62 -0.58 0.37 0.50 -0.47 0.19 0.31 -0.47 
C3 0.49 0.57 -0.63 0.12 0.24 -0.42 0.63 0.68 -0.72 
HT CO 0.26 0.26 0.11 0.28 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.28 -0.17 
C3 0.21 0.29 -0.19 0.19 0.13 0.20 0.28 0.32 -0.28 
HD CO 0.49 0.51 0.01 0.59 0.56 0.20 0.45 0.50 -0.28 
C3 0.16 0.27 -0.21 0.20 0.12 0.15 0.29 0.32 -0.23 
BWI CO 0.87 0.84 -0.83 0.94 0.88 0.04 0.92 0.90 -0.17 
C3 0.98 0.96 -0.70 0.91 0.86 0.37 0.94 0.92 -0.65 
SEEDWT CO -0.15 0.01 -1.12 0.55 0.61 -0.30 0.50 0.57 -0.36 
C3 -0.03 0.18 -0.65 -0.27 -0.38 0.22 -0.25 -0.19 -0.07 
TWT CO -0.48 -0.51 0.68 -0.45 -0.35 -0.26 -0.18 -0.19 0.08 
C3 0.06 -0.13 0.59 -0.05 -0.08 0.07 0.06 0.10 -0.27 
GP CO -0.14 -0.22 0.86 -0.55 -0.44 -0.26 -0.73 -0.64 -0.04 
C3 -0.05 0.08 0.37 -0.05 0.23 -0.15 -0.40 -0.32 -0.10 
S^ee text for meaning of symbols. 
G^enetic correlations with GPC in CO for HG should be interpreted with caution as the genetic 
variance was not significantly different from zero (P^ O.Ol). 
Table 6. Phenotypic correlations for groat-protein yield, groat yield, 
groat-protein content, and harvest index with other traits in C3 
for the three lines of descent grown at two locations in 1985 
Line of descent 
HG HP 
L Trait* 
Trait GYIELD GPC GPYLD HI GYIELD GPC 
GROATWT 0.18** -0.42** 0.02 0.18** -0.02 0.07 
STRAW 0.77** -0.26** 0.75** -0.08 0.68** 0.11 
VGRM 0.70** -0.17** 0.71** -0.07 0.62** 0.09 
PPERG -0.11 0.22** -0.03 -0.03 -0.04 0.53** 
SEEDNO 0.78** -0.14* 0.81** 0,34** 0.87** -0.08 
®See text for meaning of symbols. 
G^ROATWT = groat weight; STRAW = straw yield; VGRM = vegetative 
growth rate maturity; PPERG = protein per 200 groats; SEEDNO = seed 
number. 




GPYLÏÏ HÎ GYIELD GPC GPYLD HÏ 
-0.01 -0.08 -0.09 -0.06 -0.11 -0.22** 
0.69** -0.40** 0.65** -0.23** 0.68** -0.17** 
0.63** -0.40** 0.49** -0.12* 0.53** -0.27** 
0.11 -0.16** -0.34** 0.40** -0.26** -0.41** 
0.83** 0.34** 0.40** -0.47^ ^^  0.89** 0.62** 
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involving grain yield with their traits. This reflects the heavy weight­
ing that grain yield has in determining protein yield (Takeda and Frey, 
1979; McFerson, 1987b). 
Harvest index was associated positively with groat-protein yield 
in all lines of descent, while grain-protein content and harvest index 
are inversely associated in all lines of descent, which agrees with 
previous reports (Jalani et al., 1981; Takeda and Frey, 1979; Takeda 
et al., 1979; Welch and Yong, 1980). The influence of harvest index 
on grain-protein yield and content was illustrated by Loffier et al. 
(1985) who used stepwise regression to show that harvest index was the 
first independent variable to be included in equations involving grain 
yield, protein yield, and protein content as dependent variables. 
Likewise, path-coefficient analyses indicated that while the direct effect 
of harvest index on protein yield was small and positive, its indirect 
effect via grain yield was large, with the result that the total 
correlation was high and significant (Jalani et al., 1981; Takeda and 
Frey, 1976). 
All lines of descent exhibited high positive genetic correlations 
of bundle weight with groat-protein yield, which agrees with previous 
studies (Jalani et al., 1981; Loffier et al., 1985; Takeda and Frey, 
1979). However, associations for bundle weight and grain-protein content 
varied greatly between lines of descent. They were negative and large 
in HG and HGP but moderately positive in HP. 
Historically, genetic gain in grain yield of cereals has been 
achieved through increases in harvest index (Gifford et al., 1984) with 
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little or no increases in biomass production per unit area. This led 
Kramer (1979) and McNeal et al. (1978) to postulate that protein content 
should decrease as grain yield increased because: 1) the amount ol.' straw 
which is the N reservoir is decreased, and 2) a larger grain biomass 
is formed so the nitrogen redistributed would be diluted into a larger 
biomass of grain. Therefore, Kramer (1979) argued that increased biomass 
without a decrease in harvest index would be a prerequisite to increasing 
grain-protein content without decreasing grain yield. Payne et al. (1986) 
suggested that further increases in grain yield in oats must result from 
increases in phytomass. My study corroborates these suggestions, i.e., 
increases in harvest index and bundle weight in all lines of descent 
caused increases in groat yield and groat-protein yield, with groat-
protein content declining only in HG (Table 3) and then only slightly. 
Furthermore, it appears that the amount of vegetative biomass per unit 
of grain biomass is a decisive factor in determining grain-protein 
content. Straw yields increased 2.1, 2.6, and 3.8% per cycle in the 
HG, HP, and HGP lines of descent, respectively, whereas phenotypic 
correlations (Table 6) of straw yield with groat-protein content were 
-0.26** and -0.23** for HG and HGP, respectively, and 0.11 for HP, in 
which groat-protein content increased significantly. These associations 
may indicate that genotypes from HP stored larger amounts of nitrogen 
in the vegetative biomass for later translocation into the grain. 
Associations of groat-protein content with heading date and plant 
height in HG and HGP lines of descent were negative, whereas in HP the 
associations were positive for these traits. Correlations reported by 
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other authors vary within this range (Brown et al., 1966; Clamot and 
Castille, 1977; Fawcett and Frey, 1983; Forsberg et al., 1974; Takeda 
et al., 1979), and in large part reflect climatic conditions at grain 
filling. In HP, the small positive correlation of heading date and plant 
height with groat-protein content and the small negative correlation 
of heading date with groat weight probably resulted because oat seeds 
born on late heading genotypes do not fill completely due to moisture 
and higher temperature stresses late in the season. This would decrease 
groat weight and raise groat-protein content because the protein was 
diluted less by starch in the kernel. The HG and HGP lines of descent 
did not respond similarly because they had earlier dates of heading. 
The positive correlations of groat-protein yield with heading date 
and plant height illustrate the difficulty of maintaining acceptable 
levels of these traits when selecting for increased groat-protein yield 
(Takeda and Frey, 1979, 1985). Lines with high protein yield often were 
associated with unacceptable levels of these traits and were not selected 
for intermating, thereby slowing the progress in groat-protein yield. 
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DISCUSSION 
To further investigate changes in the groat constituents from CO 
to C3 in the three lines of descent, various groat parameters were cal­
culated (Table 3) assuming that only protein and nonprotein components 
existed. Approximately 90 to 95% of the nonprotein component represents 
carbohydrates on a dry-weight basis (Youngs et al., 1983; Western and 
Graham, Jr., 1961). 
Groat weight increased in the HG and HGP lines of descent and 
decreased in HP. Amount of protein per groat increased 1.6, 3.9, and 
1.8% in HG, HP, and HGP, respectively, whereas the nonprotein fraction 
increased 4.3 and 1.3% in HG and HGP and decreased 2.6% in HP. Therefore, 
about 90% of the greater groat weight in HG was due to increases in non­
protein fraction and 10% to increased protein. This led to decreased 
groat-protein content and a negative correlation between groat weight 
and groat-protein content (-0.42**) (Table 6). In HGP, protein and non­
protein fractions contributed about 80 and 20%, respectively, to increased 
groat weight, and groat-protein content was unchanged from CO to C3. In 
HP, the increase in protein per groat was more than offset by a decrease 
in the nonprotein component per groat, resulting in decreased groat weight 
and increased groat-protein content. Seed number increased in the HP 
line of descent, so both groat yield and groat-protein content increased 
with selection for protein yield. 
These component interactions illustrate several relevant features 
about protein when expressed on a content basis. First, the protein 
content is expressed relative to the ratio of protein and nonprotein 
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fractions translocated to the grain and, therefore, increases in protein 
content may reflect only a decrease in the amount of carbohydrate per 
seed. Often, this phenomenon can explain the negative correlations 
between grain yield and protein content. Second, changes in protein con­
tent over cycles of selection reflect the ratio of the changes in protein 
and nonprotein components, which in turn are influenced by groat size 
and kernel number per plant. And third, some strategy of selection for 
grain yield must be used in programs concerned with improving grain-
protein content. 
Though many correlations of important agronomic traits with groat-
protein yield were unfavorable, they were low enough so as not to preclude 
developing lines with high groat-protein yield and good agronomic traits. 
For example, a sample of 10 oat lines was chosen that were within the 
range of the early to midseason check cultivars for heading date, plant 
height, test weight, and groat percentage (Table 7). The mean of groat-
protein yield for this sample was 637 kg ha~^ , a value that was only 
9% less than the mean of the 10 lines with highest groat-protein yield 
per se. For comparison, the highest check. Ogle, produced only 551 
kg ha .^ Mean bundle weight and harvest index of this sample of good 
agronomic lines were 31 and 6% greater, respectively, than the means 
of the check cultivars. Furthermore, several exceptional lines combined 
protein content above 179 g kg~^ with groat yield greater than 3.305 
Mg ha~^ , harvest index above 44.6%, and bundle weight higher than 10.150 
Mg ha traits that often are inversely associated with groat-protein 
content in oats (Jalani et al., 1981; Takeda and Frey, 1979; Takeda et 
al., 1979; Welch and Yong, 1980). Whereas undesirable changes did occur 
Table 7. Means over two locations for agronomic traits of the 10 oat lines with highest groat-
protein yield after selection for earliness, shortness, and high test weight and groat 
percentage 
Rank in 
Line of Trait^ resp. C3 
Line descent GPYLD GYIELD GPC HI HD HT SEEDWT TWT BWT GP popn. 
Mg ha ^ 8 kg'l % days cm g kg m~ Mg ha ^ % 
J823-2 HGP 3 0.673 3.903 172.3 46.6 62.7 97.7 6.24 469.8 11.395 73.7 4 
J815-1 HGP 3 0.670 3.882 172.3 48.5 62.7 94.0 6.21 449.1 10.718 74.8 5 
J606-1 HG 3 0.670 4.063 163.5 48.4 58.0 92.7 6.87 440.1 10.879 77.3 2 
J728-1 HP 3 0.651 3.235 200.2 41.9 63.0 96.0 5.62 438.8 10.728 71.7 21 
J891-4 HGP 3 0.631 3.469 182.1 46.9 61.3 95.0 6.31 454.9 10.245 72.1 18 
J813-3 HGP 3 0.624 3.421 182.2 46.7 60.3 93.7 5.89 464.6 9.804 74.8 24 
J764-3 HP 3 0.618 3.012 205.8 42.0 62.3 95.0 6.07 434.3 10.030 71.2 54 
J843-4 HGP 3 0.614 3.567 171.9 44.6 60.3 94.7 7.10 455.5 10.911 73.2 30 
J607-3 HG 3 0.612 3.660 165.6 47.0 60.3 94,0 7.05 443.4 10.352 74.7 3 
J864-1 HGP 3 0.608 3.390 179.4 45.4 62.0 94.3 6.57 471.7 9.944 75.0 39 
LSD^ 0.110 0.588 13.2 3.7 1.9 6.1 0.45 18.6 1.555 3.8 
S^ee text for meaning of symbols. 
Error term obtained by pooling over populations. 
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for several important agronomic traits, some lines had high groat-protein 
yield and acceptable agronomic performance. 
In most breeding programs where recurrent selection is used, single 
trait selection is practiced to maximize genetic gain. However, the 
worth of an improved germplasm pool depends on both the production or 
performance level of the selected trait and appropriate expression of 
other important characters. In this study, three cycles of recurrent 
selection resulted in lines with groat-protein yields significantly higher 
than current cultivars and with acceptable levels of other traits. Future 
cycles utilizing multiple trait selection, which would very likely reduce 
the rapidity of gain for groat-protein yield, would enhance the breeding 
values of these germplasm pools. Differences in magnitude and direction 
of genetic correlation among traits for the three lines of descent sug­
gests that weightings among traits in these selection indexes should 
vary among lines of descent to enable maximum genetic improvements. 
Grain yield has been formulated as the product of growth rate, growth 
duration, and harvest index (Takeda and Frey, 1976). In Iowa, growth 
duration is fixed (100 days) and harvest index has been optimized (ca. 
45%), which leaves increased growth rate as the only route to increased 
grain yield. In this study, harvest index increased and after three 
cycles it was close to an optimal level in all lines of descent. 
Vegetative growth rates until maturity increased 6.1, 2.8, and 5.6% in 
the HG, HP, and HGP lines of descent, respectively, which provided 
increased biomass, groat-protein yields, and grain yields in all lines 
of descent. Future increases in groat-protein yield in these lines of 
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descent likely will result from further increases in growth rates. Also, 
examination of these germplasm pools may detect that improved nitrogen 
efficiency, resulting from selection, has occurred. Such information 
could lead to changes in selection criteria so as to put emphasis on 
rate and duration of nitrogen uptake and nitrogen harvest index, instead 
of on protein content per se. 
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SECTION III. THREE SELECTION STRATEGIES TO INCREASE 
PROTEIN YIELD IN OATS (Avena sativa L.) 
101 
ABSTRACT 
Increasing protein yield of cereals generally has resulted from 
increased grain yield while protein percentage is maintained or decreased. 
However, some reports that show independence of grain yield and protein 
percentage suggest that both traits can be manipulated to enhance protein 
yield (PYLD). In this study, three oat (Avena sativa L.) populations 
(i.e., lines of descent) were created and subsequently subjected to dif­
ferent selection regimes to increase protein yield. Selection in the 
HGP line of descent was for protein yield per se. Independent culling 
was utilized in the other lines of descent: Selection for protein yield 
was followed by culling of oat lines whose high protein yield was due 
to either high grain yield (HG) or high protein content (HP). After three 
cycles of line recurrent selection, groat-protein yield (GPYLD) in­
crease per cycle was significant and similar in each line of descent, 
ranging from 21 kg ha  ^in HG and HGP to 27 kg ha~^ in HP. The correlated 
and significant gains in groat yield were 147, 112, and 95 kg ha~^ in 
HG, HGP, and HP, respectively. Groat-protein content response differed 
over the lines of descent. It was significantly increased (3.1 g kg~^) 
in HP, decreased in HG (1.5 g kg ^), and remained constant in HGP. Some 
oat lines isolated from C3 exhibited both high groat yield and groat-
protein content. Cycle 3 genetic correlations between groat-protein yield 
and groat yield were high and positive (>0.94), while groat-protein 
contenc was negatively correlated with groat-protein yield in HG and HGP 
(-0.69 and -0.75, respectively) but positively in HP (0.44). Association 
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for groat-protein content and groat yield was large and negative in HG 
and HP (-0.85), but slightly positive in HP (0.13). Heritabilities for 
groat-protein yield, groat yield, and groat-protein content were 
moderately high (>0.41). Genetic variances generally were significant 
and did not change from CO to C3, indicating potential for further gains 
from selection. The study shows that groat yield and groat-protein 
content can be increased concurrently in oats if proper germplasm sources, 
selection pressure, and breeding methodology are applied. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Oat (Avena sativa L.) groats (caryopses) are higher in protein con­
tent and in protein production per hectare than other cereals, and the 
amino acid profile of them is superior to all other cereals except rice 
(Oryza sativa L.) and rye (Secale cereale L.) (Youngs et al., 1983). 
Additionally, the protein content of oat groats can be elevated to very 
high levels by breeding without deterioration in the biological value 
of the protein (Frey, 1977). Therefore, efforts to enhance the nutri­
tional value of oats need be concerned only with increasing the quantity 
of protein produced. 
Protein yield (the amount of protein produced per unit land area) 
may be a useful criterion of selection in breeding programs concerned 
with protein for two reasons. First, whereas an industrial processor 
desires a high protein content, the amount of protein available for food 
and feed purposes is determined largely by the quantity of grain produced. 
Second, the cultivars grown are determined primarily on the basis of 
grain productivity, because few, if any, markets pay a premium based 
on protein content. 
Protein yield increases can be accomplished by increasing seed yield 
and holding protein content constant, by increasing seed protein concen­
tration and holding seed yield constant, or by increasing both traits. 
The potential for any of these alternatives is tempered somewhat because, 
generally, protein content and grain yield are negatively correlated in 
cereal grains (Frey, 1977). 
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Several explanations for this negative association have been pre­
sented. Protein and carbohydrate compete for photosynthates, with the 
result that a 1% increase in grain-protein content requires a net in­
crease of roughly 1% in photosynthate production (Bhatia and Rabson, 
1976; Welch, 1986). Therefore, an increase in grain-protein content 
without a loss in grain yield can occur only when the photosynthate pro­
duction is increased accordingly. Torp (1979) and Kramer (1979) contend 
that, at least in part, the inverse relationship reflects the fact that 
genetic modifications which raise total yield have a more pronounced 
effect on the amount of starch produced than on the amount of protein. 
Historically, genetic gain in grain yield of cereals has been achieved 
through increases in harvest index while biomass has remained more or 
less constant (Gifford et al., 1984). Therefore, the protein content 
should decrease as grain yield increases because (1) a decrease in straw 
quantity will decrease the amount of nitrogen available for translocation 
to the grain, and (2) a larger grain biomass is formed so the nitrogen 
redistributed would be diluted into a larger biomass of grain (Kramer, 
1979). Frey (1973) suggested that the association may be an artifact 
of inadequate availability of soil nitrogen in the testing environment, 
such that the association between grain yield and protein percentage, 
while phenotypically real, may not have a genetic basis. Finally, the 
strength of the negative correlation is dependent upon the germplasm 
utilized: While most studies report a large negative association, some 
exceptions do occur in which the correlation is not significantly negative 
or even positive (Kuenzel and Frey, 1985; Ohm and Patterson, 1973a, 1973b; 
Spilde et al., 1974). 
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Increases in protein yield of cereals generally have been achieved 
wholely through increases in grain yield. Exceptions have occurred, as 
evidenced by the release of several cultivars of oats which have higher 
protein percentage than would be anticipated from their yield level 
(Youngs et al., 1983), and the release of Lancota wheat which has both 
higher grain yield and higher protein content (Drier et al., 1975). 
Because increases in grain yield tend to be associated with decreases 
in protein content, and vice versa, selection on the basis of protein 
yield per se has been advocated. Bhatia (1975) suggested early generation 
selection for protein yield based on positive correlations between this 
trait and grain yield, biological yield, harvest index, and protein 
content. In oats (Takeda and Frey, 1979, 1985), sorghum (Sorghum bicolor 
(L.) Moench) (Ross et al., 1981), and wheat (Loffier and Busch, 1982), 
simulated protein yield selection resulted in grain yield gains nearly 
equal to those obtained with selection for grain yield per se and without 
a drastic decrease in grain protein. 
Breeding programs traditionally have increased protein yield via 
selection for grain yield. While this approach has increased grain yields 
and protein yields, it has failed to take advantage of genetic variability 
for protein content. Recently, Kuenzel and Frey (1985) illustrated that 
genetic variation for both grain yield and protein content can be 
exploited in selecting for high protein yield, if the proper selection 
pressure and germplasm pool are employed. 
In this study, recurrent selection was utilized as a breeding method 
to enhance protein yield. The objectives were, first, to determine the 
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effectiveness of three selection strategies for increasing groat-protein 
yield, and second, the response of groat yield and protein content with 
each strategy. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Three cycles of recurrent selection for increasing protein yield 
of oats were conducted in each of three oat populations: HG, HP, and 
HGP (hereafter referred to as lines of descent). Strains for initiating 
the lines of descent were selected from a common population of segregates 
from a series of biparental matings between lines with high grain yield 
and high protein content. A type of independent culling was incorporated 
into the selection regimes. First, all lines chosen from the CO were 
high transgressive segregates for protein yield (PYLD). Second, selec­
tion among the high transgressive segregates was based on the degrees 
to which protein content and grain yield contributed to a line's high 
protein yield. CO oat strains used as parents to initiate the HG line 
of descent had high protein yield primarily due to high grain yield, 
and those used to initiate HP had high protein yield due to both high 
protein content and high grain yield. 
How protein content and grain yield contributed to protein yield 
of parents used to initiate the HG and HP lines of descent are illus­
trated in Figures la and lb, respectively. As shown in Figure la, parents 
for HG had increased protein yield due entirely to increased grain yield, 
while as shown in Figure lb, the increased protein yield of a typical 
parent for HP was due 83% to grain yield, 15% to protein content, and 
2% to grain yield x protein content interaction. Five parents were used 
to initiate each of the lines of descent HG and HP, and a third, HGP, 
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Oat strains selected from the CO population were crossed in diallel 
mating plans for the HG and HP lines of descent and in a Design II plan 
for the HGP. The single crosses for each line of descent were intermated 
in a partial diallel to give double cross SQ plants. The SQ plants were 
sown in the greenhouse and each gave rise to an S^-derived line in 
(SQ J). For each line of descent, a CI population of lines was evaluated 
in a randomized complete block design with three replicates at each of 
two locations. A plot was a hill sown with 20 seeds, and plots were 
spaced 30.5 cm apart in perpendicular direction. The numbers of SQ 
lines in C^  populations were 300 in each of the HP and HGP and 285 in 
HG. Also included in each experiment were CO parents and 10 checks. 
Selection for protein yield in the CI populations of HG and HP lines 
of descent made use of the same criteria as in CO, with 20 lines being 
selected from each. In HGP, 20 lines were selected as parents for C2 
on the basis of protein yield per se. Beginning with CI, in each line 
of descent the sample of lines chosen as parents for the C2 was restricted 
so that its means for heading date and plant height did not exceed the 
means for these traits in the CI population from which the sample 
originated. The 20 selected CI lines from a line of descent were inter­
mated in a partial diallel in the fall in the greenhouse. SQ plants 
were grown in the greenhouse during winter, and 300 SQ ^ lines per line 
of descent were evaluated using the same procedures as in CI. Selections 
in C2 and intermating to form C3 populations followed the protocols used 
in CI. Details of the recurrent selection methodology and population 
formation was presented by McFerson (1987a). 
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To evaluate gain in protein yield and correlated responses in other 
traits from three cycles of recurrent selection in the three lines of 
descent, the following materials were tested: 1) three C3 populations 
of 300 SQ ^ lines each; 2) 75, 60, and 135 SQ ^  random CO lines repre­
senting matings from which parent lines were selected to originate the 
HG, HP, and HGP lines of descent, respectively; 3) 30 random SQ g lines 
each from the CI and C2 populations of each line of descent, respectively; 
4) oat lines used as parents for each cycle of each line of descent; 
and 5) 10 check cultivars and experimental lines. 
In 1985, the oat lines from a line of descent were evaluated in a 
randomized complete block design with three replicates at each of two 
locations. Check lines were entered nine times in the HG and HP experi­
ments and 11 times in the HGP experiment to provide an estimate of error 
mean square for traits measured on a single replicate per location. 
Sowing dates were 10 April at the Agronomy Field Research Center near 
Ames, Iowa, and the Clarion-Webster Research Center near Kanawha, Iowa. 
The soil type was a Nicollet silt loam (fine-loamy, mixed, mesic Aquic 
Hapludoll) at Ames and a Webster silty clay loam (fine-loamy, mixed, 
mesic Typic Hapluquoll) at Kanawha. The preceding crop at both sites 
was soybeans. Fertilizer application per hectare was 51.5 kg N and 7 
kg each of PgO^ and K^O at Kanawha; and 33.6 kg N and 51.5 kg each of 
PgOg and KgO at Ames. At the flag leaf stage, 11.2 kg N ha~^  was applied 
at both sites. A plot was a hill sown with 20 seeds, and the plots were 
spaced 30.5 cm in perpendicular directions. Two rows of hills were 
planted around each replicate to provide competition for peripheral plots. 
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All experiments were hand weeded, and Bayleton, a systemic fungicide, was 
applied to the plants at anthesis to eliminate fungal foliar diseases. 
Several traits were measured on seed lots obtained by bulking the 
seed from the three replicates from a location. Thus, one replicate 
of data per location was obtained for the following traits: 
Groat-protein content (GPC) (g kg - Approximately 10 g from each 
bulk seed lot were dehulled and the resulting groats were analyzed for 
groat-N content by using a Neo-Tec Model 41 near-infrared analyzer.^  
Nitrogen content on an "as is" moisture basis was multiplied by 6.25 
to obtain groat-protein content. 
Groat percentage (CP) (%) - Determined by manually dehulling approx-
mately 50 seeds and dividing groat weight by seed weight and multiplying 
by 100. 
Groat yield (GYIELD) (Mg ha - Calculated as mean grain yield 
at a location multiplied by groat percentage. 
Groat-protein yield (GPYLD) (Mg ha~^ ) - Calculated as groat yield 
X groat-protein percentage. 
The following traits were measured on a per plot basis: 
Grain yield (Mg ha )^ - Weight of threshed oat grains. Measured 
on all replicates. 
Days to heading (HD) - Number of days from planting until 50% of 
the panicles had fully emerged from the leaf sheaths. Measured on all 
replicates at Ames. 
^Appreciation is expressed to Dr. David Peterson and Keith Gilchrist, 
Dir. and Tech., respectively, USDA Oat Quality Lab, Madison, WI, for 
making the N determinations. 
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Plant height (HT) (cm) - Distance from ground level to tips of 
panicles two weeks after anthesis. Measured on all replicates at Ames. 
Bundle weight (BWT) (Mg ha ^ ) - Air-dry weight of the oat culms 
harvested at soil level. Measured on all replicates 
Harvest index (HI) (%) - Calculated as (grain yield/bundle weight) 
X 100. Measured on all replicates. 
An analysis of variance was conducted for each trait in each line 
of descent. Variance components were estimated by equating observed 
mean squares to their expectations, and standard errors for variance 
components were computed by using the method of Anderson and Bancroft 
(1952). No single mean square was appropriate for testing the null 
hypothesis of equality of cycle means, so an approximate F-test was 
performed by using the method of Satterthwaite (1946). Simple F-tests 
were used to test variation among lines within cycles and genotype x 
location interaction. For traits based on one replicate per location,the 
check error term was utilized to test for significance of genotype x 
location interaction. A least significant difference (L.S.D.: 1X0.05) 
for cycle means was obtained by using the appropriate error term and 
the harmonic mean of the number of observations entering a cycle mean. 
Estimates of broad sense heritability on an entry-mean basis were 
calculated by using the formula; 
/N 9 /V 9 /V 9 
h'^ = aVo P 
/\2 /-2 
where a g and o p are estimates of genetic and phenotypic variances, 
respectively, among entry means. Heritabilities have a reference unit 
of two locations and one replicate. Standard errors for heritability 
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estimates were calculated by using the approximate method of Dickerson 
(1969). 
Linear regressions of trait means upon cycle numbers were computed 
for groat-protein yield, groat yield, and groat-protein content to deter­
mine: 1) realized gain for groat-protein yield and 2) whether changes 
in groat yield and groat-protein content had occurred during selection 
for protein yield. The b values were tested for significant deviation 
from zero by an approximate F-test from the analysis of variance. Tests 
of homogeneity of b values among lines of descent were conducted according 
to the method outlined by Steel and Torrie (1980). Genetic correlations 
among traits were based on entry means. 
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RESULTS 
Means and b Value 
Favorable growing conditions occurred at both Ames and Kanawha in 
1985. Temperatures were above normal until heading, and slightly below 
average from heading until harvest. Moisture was adequate throughout 
the growing season. Groat yield and groat-protein content averaged 2.859 
Mg ha ^ and 181.8 g kg respectively. Lodging was minimal and foliar 
diseases were controlled by fungicide application. 
Cycle means for groat-protein yield (GPYLD), groat yield (GYIELD), 
and groat-protein content (GPC) are shown in Table 1. Results are pre­
sented on the basis of groats (i.e., caryopsis) instead of seeds (com­
prised of groats and hulls) to eliminate the bias that differences in 
groat percentage may impart. Cycle 0 (CO) means for groat-protein yield 
and groat yield were high relative to the check cultivars, whereas groat-
protein content was about the same for HG and HGP as for the checks and 
that for HP was above most checks. Groat-protein yield was significantly 
lower for the HG line of descent than for HP and HGP; groat yields were 
not significantly different among lines descent; and groat-protein con­
tents differed significantly among all lines of descent. 
Rates of gain per cycle were significant (P<0.01) for groat-protein 
yield and groat yield in all lines of descent (Table 1) and for groat-
protein content in the HP line of descent. Cycle 3 means for all traits 
differed significantly among lines of descent. The gains in groat-
protein yield from CO to C3 were 13, 16, and 12% in HG, HP, and HGP, 
respectively, whereas the correlated responses in groat yields were 12, 
Table 1. Means and realized gains per cycle (b) for groat-protein yield, 
groat yield, and groat-protein content estimated in three oat 
lines of descent grown at two locations in 1985 
Line of descent 
Cycle 
HG HP 
Trai t^  
GPYLD GYIELD GPC GPYLD GYIELD 
Mg ha  ^ 8 kg'l Mg ha ^ 
0 0.448 2.603 172.4 0.492 2.643 
1 0.450 2.642 170.6 0.500 2.578 
2 0.477 2.829 168.9 0.559 2.871 
3 0.507 3.021 167.8 0.569 2.895 
ISDo.Os' 0.016 0.083 n.s. 0.018 0.092 
b 0.021** 0.147** -1.5 0.027*^^ 0.095** 
S.E. ±0.002 ±0.014 ±0.32 ±0.003 ±0.012 
HG vs. HP^  n.s. ** ** 
HG vs. HGP n. s. n.s. ** 
HP vs. HGP n.s. n.s. ** 
®See text for meaning of symbols. 
'^Calculation of LSD utilized the harmonic mean for the number of 
observations entering a trait mean. 
''Test of homogeneity of b values among lines of descent. 
*,**Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respec­
tively . 
HGP ^^0.05 
GPC GPYLD GYIELD GPC GPYLD GYIELD GPC 
g kg'l Mg ha -1 g kg"l ——Mg ha —— g kg'l 
186.0 0.484 2.672 181.0 0.014 0.075 1.7 
194.0 0.457 2.496 183.3 0.020 0.108 2.4 
194.4 0.495 2.722 181.7 0.020 0.108 2.4 
196,4 0.542 2.979 182.2 0.006 0.034 0.77 
1,8 0.015 0.079 n.s. 
3.1** 0.021** 0.112** 0,4 
±0.27 ±0.002 ±0.12 ±0.2 
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7, and 9%, respectively, and those in groat-protein content were 5.6, 
0.7, and -2.7% in HP, HGP, and HG, respectively. Gains from CO to CI 
were nonsignificant for groat-protein yield and groat yield in HG and 
HP, and significant declines occurred in HGP. In each line of descent, 
means for groat-protein yield of random lines and of the selected lines 
from the CO were similar, indicating no response to selection. In con­
trast, CI, C2, and C3 means for groat-protein yield and groat yield all 
showed positive responses to selection. 
Cycle means and the regressions over cycles for groat-protein yield, 
groat yield, and groat-protein content are plotted in Figure 2. Gains 
in groat-protein yield were similar in all lines of descent, ranging from 
21 kg ha in HG and HGP to 27 kg ha  ^in HP. However, changes in groat 
yield and groat-protein content, the components of groat-protein yield, 
differed among lines of descent. Increased groat-protein yield in HG 
was due entirely to increased groat yield: In fact, groat-protein con­
tent in this line of descent decreased. In HP, increased groat—protein 
yield was caused 61% by groat yield increase, 36% by groat-protein con­
tent increase, and 3% by groat yield x groat-protein content interaction. 
In HGP, increased groat-protein yield was 95% due to groat yield increase, 
4% due to groat-protein content increase, and 1% due to groat yield x 
groat-protein content interaction. 
Gains in groat yield were 147, 112, and 95 kg ha~^  in the HG, HGP, 
and HP lines of descent, respectively, which represent rates of gain of 
5.7, 4.2, and 3.6% per cycle, respectively. Rate of gain from recurrent 
selection for grain yield in autogamous crops has ranged from zero to 
Figure 2. Regressions and cycle means for GPYLD and its components, 
GYIELD and GPC, in three cycles of recurrent selection for 
three lines of descent; (a) HG, (b) HP, (c) HGP 
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5.7% per cycle (Guok et al., 1986; Kenworthy and Brim, 1979; Payne et 
al., 1986; Sumarno and Fehr, 1982). In this study, a cycle of recurrent 
selection was completed in one year, so my rates of gain from indirect 
selection for grain yield, when expressed on a per-year basis, are sub­
stantially greater than gains from direct selection previously reported. 
Rates of change in groat-protein content per cycle varied from a nonsig­
nificant decline in HG (-0.8% per cycle), a small increase in HGP (0.2% 
per cycle), to a significant increase in HP (1.7% per cycle). 
Genetic Correlations 
Genetic correlations among groat-protein yield, groat yield, groat-
protein content, and harvest index (HI) were calculated within the CO 
and C3 of each line of descent (Table 2). Correlations involving groat-
protein content in CO of HG are not reported because genetic variance 
for this trait was nonsignificant. In the CO and C3 of all lines of 
descent, groat-protein yield was highly and positively associated with 
groat yield (0.94 or greater), whereas groat yield and harvest index 
were moderately and positively associated. These results agree with 
previous reports (Jalani et al., 1981; Kuenzel and Frey, 1985; Takeda 
and Frey, 1979; Takeda et al., 1979; Welch and Yong, 1980). Groat-protein 
content was not associated with groat-protein yield in CO of any line 
of descent, but in C3 fairly large negative associations occurred in HG 
and HP (-0.69 and -0.75, respectively), but a positive association 
occurred in HP (0.44). Thus, the particular selection pressure applied 
in a line of descent modified the genetic association between these two 
traits. That is, in CO, variation in groat-protein yield was due 
Table 2. Genetic correlations between groat-protein yield, groat yield, groat-protein content, and 
harvest index in CO (above diagonal) and C3 (below diagonal) for three oat lines of descent 
grown at two locations in 1985 
Line of descent 
HG HP HGP 
Trait^ GPYLD GYIELD GPC b HÏ" GPYLD GYIELD GPC HI GPYLD GYIELD GPC HI 
GPYLD 
- 1.02 0.63 - 0.96 0.02 0.37 
-
0.95 -0.13 0.19 
GYIELD 0.97 - 0.61 0.94 - -0.25 0.50 0.99 - -0.42 0.31 
GPC -0.69 -0.85 - 0.44 0.13 - -0.47 -0.75 -0.85 - -0.47 
HI 0.49 0.57 —0.63 — 0.09 0.24 -0.42 0.63 0.68 -0.72 
^See text for meanings of symbols. 
Correlations with GPC in CO not presented due to nonsignificance in genetic variance. 
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primarily to variation in groat yield in all lines of descent, but by 
C3 variation in groat-protein content was having a moderate impact on 
variation in groat-protein yield, negatively in HG and HGP, but positively 
in HP. In C3 of HG and HGP, groat-protein content and groat yield were 
correlated negatively (-0.85) just as reported by Clamot and Castille 
(1977), Frey (1977), Kuenzel and Frey (1985), and Welch and Yong (1980). 
However in HP, these two traits were not correlated (-0.25 in CO and 0.13 
in C3), which illustates that, at least for oats, the negative association 
between grain yield and protein content can be broken (Kuenzel and Frey, 
1985; Ohm and Patterson, 1973a, 1973b; Spilde et al., 1974). In HG and 
HGP, the inverse relationship was not due to decreased protein synthesis 
in genotypes with high groat yield, since these genotypes also gave the 
highest yields of protein. Instead, it implies that genetic modifications 
that increase total groat or grain yield have a more pronounced effect 
on the amount of nonprotein constituents (mostly carbohydrate) produced 
than on the amount of protein. 
Harvest index was associated positively with groat-protein yield, 
but negatively with groat-protein content, and it responded positively 
to protein yield selection in all lines of descent (McFerson, 1987b). 
Generally, increases in groat-protein content have been reported to be 
associated with decreases in harvest index, and vice versa (Kramer, 1979; 
McNeal et al., 1972; Takeda and Frey, 1985). 
Genetic Variances and Heritabilities 
Genetic variances were significantly different from zero (Pj<0.05) 
for all traits except groat-protein content in the CO of HG (Table 3). 
Table 3. Genetic variances (o'^ g), genotype x location interaction vari­
ances (^g&), heritabilities (h^ ), and their standard errors 
(S.E.) for groat-protein yield, groat yield, and groat-protein 
content in three oat lines of descent grown at two locations in 
1985 
Groat-protein yield 
Line of a^giS.E. ffg&±S.E. afg+s.E. 
descent Cycle (xlQ-*)* (xlO-G)* 
A 9 
h^ iS.E. (xlO-4)* 
HG CO 1300**±461 910**+254 46.8±16.6 615**±171 
C3 1305**±248 1270**+232 46.9+ 8.9 775**+102 
HP CO 2375**±770 1680**±372 56.6±18.4 790**±235 
C3 1275**±282 1980**±268 41.2± 9.1 255**± 70 
HGP CO 1995**±423 1070**±210 58.6±12.4 725**+141 
C3 2005**±292 1400**±200 58.7± 8.6 895**±110 
A^ctual value = variance estimate xlO 
*,#*Significant at the 0.01 and 0.05 probability levels, respec­
tively. 
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Genetic variances for groat-protein yield and groat yield remained con­
stant from CO to C3 in HG and HGP, but they declined 50 and 68%, respec­
tively, in HP. The genetic variance of groat-protein content declined 
approximately 50% from CO to C3 in HP and HGP, whereas it increased in 
HG. Probably, the decline in genetic variance for these traits in HP 
could be attributed to the narrowness of the genetic base from which this 
line of descent was originated. Three of the five CO lines used to origi­
nate it segregated from the same mating. Genotype x location interaction 
variances were significantly different from zero (P^ 0.05) for groat-
2 2 protein yield and groat yield, and the ratio of ô g&/8 g ranged from 
0.37 to 2.1. Genotype x location variance for groat-protein content were 
nonsignificant in HP and HGP, but significant in HG. Heritability esti­
mates changed little from CO to C3, ranging from 0.34 to 0.68 for groat-
protein yield and groat yield and from 0.13 to 0.73 for groat-protein 
content. These are in good agreement with previous estimates (Frey, 1977; 
Kuenzel and Frey, 1985; Takeda and Frey, 1979; Takeda et al., 1979). 
The genetic variances and heritabilities indicate that continued response 
to protein yield selection should occur in all lines of descent if similar 
techniques were applied. 
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DISCUSSION 
Past studies (Clamot, 1984; Jalani et al., 198.1; Takeda et al., 
1979) have shown that grain yield, via direct and indirect effects, was 
responsible for nearly the complete determination of protein yield, 
whereas groat-protein content had virtually zero effect. Simulated selec­
tion for protein yield of oats (Takeda and Frey, 1979, 1985), sorghum 
(Ross et al., 1981), and wheat (Loffier and Busch, 1982) resulted in 
grain yield gains similar to those obtained for selection for grain yield 
per se, whereas correlated changes in protein percent were erratic in 
sign and small in magnitude. Likewise, in this study selection in HGP 
for protein yield per se caused increases in groat-protein yield due 
largely to groat yield increases, with little effect from groat-protein 
content. 
To place greater selection pressure upon groat-protein content, 
a form of independent culling was applied in HP. Selection for protein 
yield was followed by culling among lines for those whose high protein 
yield was due to increases in both protein percentage and grain yield. 
This resulted in increases in both groat yield (0.095 Mg ha~^) and groat-
protein content (3.1 g kg )^ on a population mean basis, and it represents 
the first report of simultaneous increases in both groat yield and groat-
protein content of this magnitude. Genetic gain per year in groat yield 
was greater in HP than that reported by Payne et al. (1986) from recurrent 
selection for grain yield per se or to long-term annual rates of gain 
from oat breeding (Rogers et al., 1983; Wych and Stuthman, 1983). In 
studies by Lbffler et al. (1983) and McNeal et al. (1978), direct 
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selection for protein percentage in wheat resulted in nearly twice the 
gains obtained in the HP line of descent, but grain yield was signifi­
cantly decreased in both wheat reports. As suggested by Jalani et al. 
(1981), Kuenzel and Prey (1985), and Takeda and Frey (1979), genetic 
variation for both grain yield and protein percentage can be exploited 
in selecting for high protein yield. A large proportion of increased 
groat-protein yield will result from groat yield increases because genetic 
variation for groat yield is large, whereas the genetic variation for 
groat-protein content tends to be small. 
Historically, increases in protein yield of cereals occurred via 
selection for grain yield while the protein content remained constant 
or decreased. For example, in Iowa, cultivars of oats with the highest 
groat-protein yield are consistently the highest in groat yield and the 
lowest in groat-protein content. To mimic this type of selection, a 
type of independent culling which emphased grain yield was practiced in 
the HG line of descent: That is, selection was applied for high protein 
yield and then lines were culled for those whose high protein yield was 
due principally to high grain yield. This selection strategy led to 
the greatest groat yield response among the lines of descent but groat-
protein content decreased 1.5 gm kg~^  per cycle. Based on previous 
reports in oats (Takeda and Frey, 1985), sorghum (Ross et al., 1981), 
and wheat (Lb'ffler and Busch, 1982), selection only for groat yield per 
se in the HG line of descent would likely have caused an even greater 
decrease in groat-protein content. This corroborates the work of Kuenzel 
and Frey (1985) who found that oat lines with high protein yield rarely 
resulted from high grain yield and low groat-protein content. 
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To determine the effectiveness of the various selection strategies 
in deriving lines with high groat-protein yield, the five lines with 
highest groat-protein yield were selected from CO and C3 of each line 
of descent (Table 4). In general, the lines with highest groat-protein 
yields from C3 mimicked the population response for a line of descent. 
In HG, means for the five C3 lines were 25% greater for groat yield and 
8% less for groat-protein content than the means of their counterparts 
from CO; in HP, they were 10 and 7% greater, respectively; and in HGP, 
they were 16% greater and 2.5% less, respectively. The C3 lines with 
high groat-protein yield differed from the C3 population means by 28 
and -1.8%, 23 and 1.9%, and 30 and -3.5% in groat yield and groat-protein 
content for HG, HP, and HGP, respectively. HG and HGP contain oat lines 
with exceptionally high groat yield and average groat-protein content. 
Some of these C3 lines (i.e., J894-4 and J674-2) were significantly higher 
in yield than Ogle, the current cultivar with the highest grain yield 
in Iowa (3.306 Mg ha (Table 5). In contrast, HP contains oat lines 
which combine groat yield comparable to Ogle with groat-protein content 
greater than the best check cultivars for this trait (i.e., those with 
groat protein content greater than 190 g kg (McFerson, 1987a). From 
these results, it appears that with the appropriate selection strategy, 
genetic variance for both groat yield and groat-protein content can be 
manipulated to varying degrees to contribute to increases in groat-protein 
yield. 
Past studies concerned with increasing protein yield via either 
grain yield, protein percent, or both have had limited success in 
producing lines with high protein yield (Brim and Burton, 1979; Clamot, 
Table 4. Means of groat-protein yield, groat yield, and groat-protein content averaged over two 
locations for the five lines with highest groat-protein yield from CO and C3 of each line 
of descent 
Line of descent 
HG HP HGP 
Cycle Line GPYLD GYIELD GPC Line GPYLD GYIELD GPC Line GPYLD GYIELD GPC 
—kg ha-1— 8 kg  ^ —kg ha —^ g kg 1 —kg ha •g kg 1 
CO D236-32-55 584 3332 175.2 D226-22--2 624 3348 185.8 D226-22--79 629 3404 185.1 
D236-32-24 554 3118 177.7 D233-29--15 602 3203 188.9 D233-29--3 604 3313 182.3 
D208-4-57 546 2939 185.2 D233-29--70 602 3213 187.0 D226-22--16 599 3398 176.0 
D208-4-5 542 3055 178.8 D210-6-: 2 593 2945 201.1 D228-24--4 599 3272 182.5 
D228-24-15 531 3055 174.6 D226-22--86 587 3404 172.3 D236-32--26 593 3362 175.4 
Mean 551 3100 178.3 602 3223 187.0 605 3350 180.3 
C3 J674-2 705 3994 176.3 J772-3 733 3568 205.6 J806-4 698 4099 171.1 
J606-1 670 4063 163.5 J756-1 729 3624 200.8 J894-4 687 3851 178.3 
J607-3 612 3660 165.6 J778-4 703 3463 202.8 J828-4 683 3688 184.8 
J645-1 608 3844 157.8 J706-4 701 3680 189.3 J823-2 673 3903 172.3 
J654-3 601 3733 160.3 J762-1 688 3400 202.5 J815-1 670 3882 172.3 
Mean 639 3859 164.7 711 3547 200.2 682 3885 175.8 
Line LSD 107 574 17.2 119 620 11.8 105 568 9.9 
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Table 5. Means of groat-protein yield, groat yield, and groat- protein 




——Mg ha — g kg'l 
Allen 0.413 2.322 178.0 
B605-1085 0.446 2.518 176.9 
CI9170 0.425 2.404 176.6 
Dal 0.501 2.607 191.9 
Noble 0.448 2.511 177.9 
Nodaway70 0.460 2.636 174.4 
Ogle 0.551 3.306 166.3 
Otee 0.489 2.573 190.0 
Preston 0.466 2.344 198.6 
Stout 0.427 2.461 173.1 
LSD^ 0.020 0.109 2.5 
^Means obtained by pooling check values over populations. 
E^rror term obtained by pooling over populations. 
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1984; Loffler et al., 1983; McNeal et al., 1978; Takeda and Frey, 1985). 
In this study, the HG line of descent resembled the approach and response 
attained in most cereal programs, except that the magnitude of response 
was substantially greater than those in previous reports. The HP line 
of descent, on the other hand, gave success at increasing groat-protein 
yield by using recurrent selection and genetic variability for both groat 
yield and groat-protein content. 
Several factors were instrumental in obtaining the large gains 
attained in groat-protein yield and groat yield in all lines of descent 
and in groat-protein content in HP. Of primary importance was the identi­
fication of parental lines in which genetic variation for both groat 
yield and groat-protein content contributed to groat-protein yield. All 
populations contained sterilis germplasm which may have promoted com­
plementation of genes for groat yield and groat-protein content from the 
two species (Cox and Frey, 1985; Frey, 1973). The groat yield of the 
parents used to develop the CO population were comparable to check cul-
tivars, so the high groat-protein content of these parental lines did 
not occur at the expense of groat yield. Second, the independent culling 
strategy employed in HP and HG exploited the genetic variability of groat 
yield and groat-protein content to different degrees. Oat lines were 
identified that deviated from the estimated population parameters and 
thus allowed increases in both traits to occur. Finally, the use of S^ 
recurrent selection allowed the evaluation of large populations (300 S^ 
lines/population) and the use of high selection intensities (7%) to effec­
tively exploit the available genetic variability. Previous studies have 
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shown that the occurrence of oat lines with high groat-protein yield 
caused by concurrent high groat yield and high groat-protein content 
are rare, and therefore their occurrence and detection require large 
populations (Kuenzel and Frey, 1985; Jalani et al., 1981; Takeda and 
Prey, 1979, 1985). Through recurrent selection, the frequency of lines 
with high groat-protein yield was increased dramatically in both time 
and space. 
The appropriate breeding strategy to undertake in a cereal program 
concerned with protein improvement depends upon the breeding objectives. 
With protein, a distinction must be made between the quantity in a unit 
weight of crop (%) versus quantity from a unit land area. A high protein 
content is the primary concern to industrial processors, but the farmer 
generally is more concerned with production per unit area. In the mid-
western U.S., approximately two-thirds of the oat crop is feed on-farm 
and one-third is sold off-farm. Therefore, the current breeding strategy 
of maximizing groat yield and holding groat-protein content constant, or 
nearly so, is justified, since this maximizes both groat-protein yield 
and economic return from the oat crop. Results in this study as well 
as those from previous researchers (Bhatia, 1975; Brim and Burton, 1979; 
Jalani et al., 1981; Kuenzel and Frey, 1985; Takeda and Frey, 1979) sup­
port selection for groat-protein yield per se as the most efficient route 
to obtain increased protein yield since this strategy provides gains in 
groat yield with little change in groat-protein content. For breeders 
concerned with increasing the feeding value or industrial usage of cere­
als, protein yield selection with emphasis on groat-protein content via 
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a selection index may give simultaneous improvements in both grain yield 
and protein content. While the most efficient and effective selection 
strategy for increasing protein yield is unresolved, the negative correla­
tion between groat yield and groat-protein content, whether genetic or 
phenotypic, causes selection for a single trait to result in a decrease 
in the other. Therefore, any program which aims to improve protein 
quantity must consider both traits simultaneously. 
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Three lines of descent derived from segregates from a common germ-
plasm pool of oats were subjected to three cycles of line recurrent 
selection for high protein yield. Within each line of descent, a dif­
ferent selection strategy was employed. In the HGP line of descent, 
selection was for high protein yield per se. In the other lines of 
descent, a modification of independent culling was used. That is, in 
HQ, selection was for high protein yield due to high grain yield, and 
in HP, selection was for high protein yield due to both high protein 
content and high grain yield. 
Gains in protein yield ranged from 21 kg ha~^ for the HG and HGP 
lines of descent to 27 kg ha  ^for HP, with the increases from CO to 
03 being 13, 16, and 12% of the CO means for HG, HP, and HGP, respec­
tively. Gains in groat-protein yield ranged from 4.3 to 5.5% per cycle, 
rates of gain that are higher than those reported for grain yield when 
either recurrent selection or other breeding procedures were utilized. 
Because one cycle of recurrent selection was completed per year, these 
rates of gain when expressed on a per year basis are substantially greater 
than any others reported for oats. Additionally, the oat strains with 
the highest groat-protein yield are found in C3 of all lines of descent. 
Therefore, recurrent selection increased the mean of groat-protein yield 
and produced ever superior strains in each successive cycle. 
While all lines of descent gave similar increases in groat-protein 
yield, changes in the components of groat-protein yield, i.e., groat 
yield and groat-protein content, differed among lines of descent. In 
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HG, gain in groat yield was 147 kg ha ^ and groat-protein content 
decreased 1.5 g kg~^. In HP, gains in groat yield and groat-protein 
-1 -1 
content were 95 kg ha and 3.1 g kg , respectively, and increased 
groat-protein yields were due 61% to groat yield increases, 36% to groat-
protein content increases, and 3% to groat yield x groat-protein content 
interaction. In HGP, gains in groat yield and groat-protein content 
were 112 kg ha  ^and 0.4 g kg ^, respectively, and increased groat-protein 
yields were due 95% to groat yield increases, 4% to groat-protein content 
increases, and 1% to groat yield x groat-protein content. Thus, genetic 
variation for both grain yield and protein content was exploited to vary­
ing degrees in the lines of descent. The largest proportion of the 
increased groat-protein yield resulted from groat yield, since variation 
among genotypes for groat yield was large, whereas the variation for 
groat-protein content was relatively small. 
Heritabilities for groat-protein yield, groat yield, and groat-
protein content were moderately high (2,0.41), and genetic variances 
generally were high and they changed little from CO to C3, indicating 
a potential for further gains in these traits if similar techniques were 
applied. 
Selection for increased groat-protein yield caused simultaneous 
increases in bundle weight, harvest index, vegetative growth rate until 
maturity, and seed number in all lines of descent. Heading date and 
plant height, and seed weight were unaffected, whereas groat percentage 
and test weight were decreased in the HP and HGP lines of descent. 
Heritability estimates were high for heading date, plant height, test 
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weight, and seed weight (0.70-0.96), moderate for harvest index and bundle 
weight (0.40-0.76), and low for groat percentage (0,19-0.63). Genetic 
variability generally declined from CO to C3 for these traits. 
Restricting the means for heading date and plant height of selected 
lines so they did not exceed the respective means of the population from 
which they were selected was successful in keeping the germplasm pools 
agronomically desirable. The increases in harvest index and bundle weight 
in all lines of descent caused increases in groat yields and groat-protein 
yields. 
Groat weights increased in the HG and HGP lines of descent and 
decreased in HP. Amount of protein per groat increased 1.6, 3.9, and 
1.8% in HG, HP, and HGP, respectively, whereas the nonprotein fraction 
increased 4.3 and 1.3% in HG and HGP and decreased 2.6% in HP. Therefore, 
about 90% of the greater groat weight in HG was due to increase in the 
nonprotein fraction, and 10% to increased protein, resulting in a decrease 
in groat-protein content. In HGP, protein and nonprotein fractions con­
tributed about 80 and 20%, respectively, to increased groat weight, and 
groat-protein content was increased slightly. In HP, the increase in 
protein per groat was more than offset by a decrease in the nonprotein 
component per groat, resulting in decreased groat weight and increased 
groat-protein content. 
In C3, genetic correlations between groat-protein yield with groat 
yield were very high and positive (>0.94), whereas groat-protein content 
was negatively correlated with groat-protein yield in HG and HGP (-0.69 
and -0.75, respectively) but positively in HP (0.44). Genetic associ­
ations for groat-protein content and groat yield were large and negative 
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in HG and HP (-0.85), but slightly positive in HP (0.13). While correla­
tions of many important agronomic traits with groat-protein yield were 
unfavorable, they were low enough to permit developing oat lines with 
high groat-protein yield and good agronomic traits. 
The 10 oat lines with highest groat-protein yield were significantly 
higher for this trait than any check. All 10 exceeded Ogle in both groat 
yield and groat-protein content, and they were significantly higher for 
groat yield than any check cultivar, except Ogle. 
Restricting the oat lines selected for suitable heading date, plant 
height, test weight, and groat percentage reduced the mean groat-protein 
yield of the selected sample by 9% but the mean of these 10 lines for 
groat-protein yield was still 16% greater than Ogle. Eight of the 10 
lines exceeded Ogle in grain yield and six of the eight had a greater 
groat-protein content. Several exceptional lines combined groat-protein 
content above 179 g kg ^ with groat yield greater than 3.305 Mg ha~^ , 
harvest index above 44.6%, and bundle weight higher than 10.150 Mg ha~^. 
Whereas undesirable changes occurred for several agronomic traits when 
recurrent selection was practiced for high protein yield, it was still 
possible to select lines with exceptionally high groat-protein yield 
that had acceptable agronomic performance. 
The ability to carry out a cycle of line recurrent selection 
in a single year can be attributed to several unique aspects adapted 
to oat breeding: (1) the microplot testing procedure with a reduced 
seeding rate which allows (a) early generation testing for identifying 
superior genotypes and (b) testing large numbers of lines; (2) approach 
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method of crossing oats which permits a large number of crosses to be 
made with moderate expenditure of labor; (3) utilization of greenhouses 
that allows crossing in the fall season and seed increase on SQ plants 
in the winter; and (4) the use of the infrared reflectance spectroscopy 
(1RS) to estimate groat-protein content quickly and accurately. The 
methodology utilized in this study represents a compromise between the 
heritability of groat-protein yield, seed supply, and resource availa­
bility on the one hand, and maximizing genetic gain per year on the other. 
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Table A.l. Abbreviation of traits presented in appendix tables 
Abbreviation Trait Units 
YIELD Grain yield Mg ha ^ 
GYIELD Groat yield Mg ha~^ 
HI Harvest index % 
HD Date of heading days 
HT Plant height cm 
SEEDWT 200-seed weight g 
TWT Test weight kg m ^  
GP Groat percentage % 
GPC Groat-protein content g kg~^  
PYLD Grain-protein yield Mg ha~^  
GPYLD Groat-protein yield Mg ha ^ 
BWT Bundle weight Mg ha ^ 
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Table A.2. Analysis of variance, degrees of freedom, and expected mean 
squares for traits evaluated from bulk seed lots representing 
all replicates per location, analyzed in a randomized complete 
block design 
Source of variation df EMS^  
Environment (E) e-1 A2 
e 
+ rLCS^  
Cycle (C) c-1 -2 
"E + °^EL(C) + 
E X G (e-l)(c-l) S: + A2 
°^^ L(C) + 
Line(C) c(&-l) < + -2 °^^ L(C) + rS'LCC) 
E X Line(C) c(e-l)(£-l) + -2 
^^ ËL(C) 
Error^  e(r-l)(g-l) .2 0 
e 
a 2 k^  represents fixed effect. 
E^rror term obtained from 10 check lines (g) replicated nine times 
in populations HG and HP and 11 times in HGP. 
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Table A.3. Analysis of variance degrees of freedom and expected mean 
squares for traits evaluated in a randomized complete block 
design at one location 
Source of variation df EMS® 
Rep r-1 a2 
e 
+ Lca^ 









Error (r-l)(cA-l) a2 
e 
a 2 k^ represents fixed effect. 
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Table A.4. Analysis of variance, degrees of freedom, and expected mean 
squares for traits evaluated in a randomized complete block 
design at two locations 
Source of variation df EMS® 
Environment (E) e-1 + + rlcSg 
rep (E) e(r-l) + lcSr(E) 
Cycle (C) c-1 + f*EL(C) + 
E X C (e-l)(c-l) s: + r°EL(C) + 
Line(C) c(Jl-l) s: + r°EL(C) + 
E X Line(C) c(e-l)(&-l) s: + -2 
^^bL(C) 
Error e(r-l)(c&-l) 5: 
a 2 
represents fixed effect. 
Table A.5. Analysis of variance, means, and coefficients of variation (CV) for traits evaluated from 
bulk seed lots representing all replicates at each of two locations (Ames and Kanawha, 










(xlO-3 f TWT GP 
Environment (E) 1 372628** 105605** 4314.67** 733187** 1340** 96389.8** 158.17** 
Cycle (C) 7 9519** 4621** 614.95 17004** 1657** 118.4 10.70 
Random 18002** 8750** 888.40 32238** 2631** 16.8 15,30 
C lin 1 52080** 25640** 2653.34 91540** 7155* 8.3 6.33 
C quad 1 1762 544 11.17 4242 207 2.6 7.69 
residual 1 164 66 0.69 935 531 39.3 31.86 
Select 3542** 1790** 546.00* 6248** 1129 212.3 9.59 
C lin 1 10596* 5211** 731.28 18422* 1834 339.1 0.70 
C quad 1 31 7 202.68 76 156 69.1 0.94 
residual 1 1 142 704.05 250 1397 228.7 27.13 
E X G 7 238 40 171.95* 571 173** 253.9** 7.88* 
E X Random C 311 60 320.12** 905 176* 476.4** 11.18* 
E X C lin 1 282 31 934.08** 801 264* 1099.5** 4.35 
E X C quad 1 643 147 14.66 1682 66 310.7 2.34 
E X residual 1 8 1 11.63 230 198 19.1 26.85** 
E X Select C 205 23 73.96 263 213 115.5 3.97 
E X C lin 1 360 45 70.21 647 580** 206.2 0.36 
E X C quad 1 111 22 5.90 71 28 74.3 5.47 
E X residual 1 146 2 145.78 71 30 65.9 6.08 
^Actual value = mean square xlO 
*,**Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively. 










(xlO-3)® TWT GP 
Line(C) 480 528** 217** 117.88** 949** 457** 331.0** 5.42** 
Random 431 539** 226** 121.26** 961** 453** 331.3** 5.08** 
CO 74 555** 208** 88.05 1025** 412** 454.6** 4.21 
CI 29 329 135* 119.83* 546 330** 264.7** 2.47 
C2 29 527** 221** 125.60* 873* 446** 179.7** 6.92** 
C3 299 556** 240** 129.20** 993** 475** 322.0** 5.38** 
Select 49 435 134 88.11 848* 499** 328.2** 8.40** 
Parent 7 473 196 80.63 1238* 372** 305.4** 14.81** 
CO 4 351 180 44.76 528 447** 216.4* 3.90 
CI 19 378 99 89.97 706 345** 365.0** 4.85 
C2 19 496* 136 98.13 913* 712** 323.3** 10.52** 
E X Line(C) 480 293** 87** 77.09** 505** 59* 92.5** 3.46* 
E X Random 431 295** 85** 76.55** 512** 56 93.9** 3.43* 
E X Select 49 273* 100** 81.81** 440* 90** 80.3* 3.72 
Error^ 144 177 55 30.10 282 47 55.3 2.69 
Experiment mean 0.489 2.900 168.9 0.660 6.56 454.3 74.2 
Experiment CV (%) 11.1 10.2 5.2 10.8 3.7 2.1 2.5 
'^Error term obtained from 10 check lines replicated nine times per location. 
Table A.6. Analysis of variance, means, and coefficients of variation (CV) for traits evaluated from 
bulk seed lots representing all replicates at each of two locations (Ames and Kanawha, 










(xlO-3)* TWT GP 
Environment (E) 1 379913** 78759** 6705.44** 797717** 380** 101462.5** 88.18** 
Cycle (C) 7 12914** 1762** 1827.62** 33488** 252 5572.6** 77.18** 
Random 25782** 3549** 3620.53** 67781** 449 10289.9** 161.41** 
C lin 1 74234** 9253** 9809.72** 198132** 231 28820.1* 480.22** 
C quad 1 1 132 792.41** 8 1109* 1550.6 0.14 
residual 1 3108 1264 259.47* 5203 6 498.9 3.86 
Select 4075** 516** 631.68** 9945** 134 2691.8* 17.16* 
C lin 1 11737** 1405** 1707.59** 29592** 327 5650.2* 31.38* 
C quad 1 170 1 165.06 67 72 2206.3 5.93 
residual 1 316 140 22.39 177 3 218.9 14.16 
E X C 7 284 108 9.43 477 160** 320.6** 2.56 
E X Random C 557 221 2.50 822 219** 516.4** 0.97 
E X C lin 1 121 140 5.02 1 637** 1310.0** 0.15 
E X C quad 1 672 266 2.38 900 4 147.0 2.68 
E X residual 1 878 256 0.09 1554 15 92.1 0.09 
E X Select C 67 15 17.31 270 126 193.5 2.71 
E X C lin 1 124 20 25.87 535 319* 320.1 1.36 
E X G quad 1 47 24 0.07 273 1 157.5 3.44 
E X residual 1 30 1 25.99 2 58 102.9 3.34 
^Actual value = mean square xlO 
•^^ Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability level, respectively. 










(xlO-3)B TWT GP 
Line(C) 462 600** 155** 72.61** 1139** 210** 280.3** 6.51** 
Random 416 622** 160** 73.46** 1190** 208** 280.3** 6.72** 
CO 59 829** 257** 95.65** 1814** 483** 310.3** 11.15** 
CI 29 407 104 79.93** 769 220** 218.9** 7.29** 
C2 29 428 118 78.16** 905 208** 245,7** 5.56 
C3 299 619** 150** 67.99** 1135** 153** 283.7** 5.90** 
Select 46 405 119 64.99* 678 225** 279.8** 4.63 
Parents 4 526 265* 111.89* 630 524** 237.1* 5.81 
CO 4 958* 232 67.32 1178 328** 422.1** 9.25 
CI 19 389 118 57.28 716 238** 313.3** 4.64 
C2 19 278 65 62.34 545 127* 225.4** 3,41 
E X Line(C) 462 362** 98** 36.28* 620** 46** 83.1** 4.09 
E X Random 416 364** 99** 35.98* 622** 45** 83.4** 4.09 
E X Select 46 339** 91** 39.08 601** 57** 80.8** 4,08 
Error^  144 183 48 28.09 302 27 45.3 3,33 
Experiment mean 0.551 2.831 194.5 0.773 5.94 448.5 71.4 
Experiment CV (%) 10.9 11.1 3.1 10.2 3.6 2.0 2.8 
Error term obtained from 10 check lines replicated nine times per location. 
Table A.7. Analysis of variance, means, and coefficients of variation (CV) for traits evaluated from 
bulk seed lots representing all replicates at each of two locations (Ames and Kanawha, 







PYLD. ^  
(xlO-5f 
SEEDl^  ^  
TWT GP 
Environment (E) 1 331787** 85976** 2425.49** 626451** 1348** 136105.3** 15.76** 
Cycle (C) 7 16630** 4993** 76.59 34217** 926* 4041.1** 20.29* 
Random 30844** 9022** 133.53 65844** 1527* 7647.9** 43.85* 
C lin 1 77477** 21814** 211.82 164139** 3687* 19835.9** 103.08** 
C quad 1 14093** 4807** 71.93 31882** 639 2152.4** 27.53 
residual 1 956 448 116.83 1504 255 955.5 0.94 
Select 7660** 2521** 40.28 13381** 346 1683.7** 3.49 
C lin 1 20108* 6645* 95.81 36178* 928 2259.4** 0.01 
G quad 1 1862 554 5.88 2684 69 730.3 5.07 
residual 1 1008 366 19.16 1275 42 2061.4* 5.39 
E X C 7 529 112 40.75 859 64 94.9 4.57 
E X Random C 645 149 28.29 1249* 87 145.6 5.61 
E X C lin 1 1100* 228 76.44 1722 131 334.8 0.33 
E X C quad 1 68 26 3.23 591 68 5.8 16.45* 
E X residual 1 768 194 4.77 1433 63 96.0 0.06 
E X Select C 589 113 64.50 752 13 53.7 4.98 
E X C lin 1 871 215 7.46 1160 1 10.4 4.12 
E X C quad 1 460 79 32.81 795 28 32.2 0.01 
E X residual 1 436 44 153.24* 301 10 118.4 10.83 
A^ctual value = mean square xlO 
S^ignificant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability level, respectively. 








(xlO-5)B SEEDWT (xlO-3)* Tl^ T GP 
Line(C) 548 645** 235** 72.62** 1236** 329** 312.2** 5.03** 
Random 491 659** 241** 70.26** 1274** 334** 312.6** 4.83** 
CO 134 681** 228** 92.47** 1400** 521** 356.6** 5.85** 
CI 29 484* 171** 65.17** 846** 163** 302.5** 3.62 
C2 29 486* 161** 56.98** 862** 439** 226.0** 3.90 
C3 299 683** 262** 62.09** 1299** 256** 302.4** 4.58** 
Select 57 528* 181* 92.89** 914* 290** 308.4** 6.79** 
Parents 10 1059** 400** 171.57** 1979** 458** 612.8** 3.46 
CO 9 259 106 124.6** 567 243** 324.8** 11.29** 
CI 19 509 135 86.58** 768 235** 215.6** 9.70** 
C2 19 395 149 42.79 664 280** 233.2** 3.49 
E X Line(C) 548 286** 85** 25.96 473** 56** 91.3** 3.42* 
E X Random 491 282** 83** 25.40 467** 56** 90.8** 3.42* 
E X Select 57 325** 105** 30.85* 521** 53 95.8** 3.38 
Error^  180 157 47 21.69 271 41 55.5 2.74 
Experiment mean 0.517 2.845 182.0 0.700 6.33 455.1 73.9 
Experiment CV (%) 10.4 10.3 2.8 9.8 3.7 2.1 2.5 
E^rror term obtained from 10 check lines replicated eleven times per location. 
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Table A.8. Analysis of variance, means, and coefficients of variation 
(CV) for traits from the HG line of descent evaluated in three 
replicates at two environments (Ames and Kanawha, 1985) 
Mean square 
Source df YIELD BWT HI 
Environment (E) 1 629. 48** 2224. 70** 2339.93 
Rep/E 4 25. 58** 54. 92** 508.33** 
Cycle (C) 7 24. 63** 45. 18** 594.68** 
Random C 3 46. 90** 71. 45** 1300.31** 
C lin 1 135. 65** 200. 49** 3856.92** 
C quad 1 3. 91 8. 61 42.66 
residual 1 1. 13 5. 24 1.38 
Select C 3 9. 26** 29. 37** 79.86** 
C lin 1 27. 59** 87. 27** 230.31** 
C quad 1 0. 02 0. 60 1.89 
residual 1 0. 16 0. 24 7.38 
E X C 7 0. 72 1. 20 12.66 
E X Random C 3 0. 47 2. 68 3.24 
E X C lin 1 0. 04 3. 06 7.11 
E X C quad 1 1. 26 4. 38 2.61 
E X residual 1 0. 12 0. 57 0.01 
E X Select C 3 0. 10 0. 12 0.67 
E X C lin 1 0. 26 0. 09 1.83 
E X C quad 1 0. 02 0. 05 0.16 
E X residual 1 0. 02 0. 21 0.01 
Line(C) 480 1. 15** 4. 55** 24.59** 
Random 431 1. 20** 4. 66** 25.03** 
CO 74 1. 15** 4. 53** 41.65** 
CI 29 0. 66* 2. 99* 22.05** 
C2 29 1. 20** 4. 49** 35.51** 
C3 299 1. 26** 4. 87** 20.19** 
Select 49 0. 78* 3. 54** 20.69** 
Parents 7 1. 31* 5. 13** 48.12** 
CO 4 0. 83 2. 31 47.94** 
CI 19 0. 57 2. 93* 12.18 
C2 19 0. 77 3. 82** 13.37 
*,**Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respec­
tively. 
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Table 8. Continued 
Mean square 
Source df YIELD BWT HI 
E X Line(C) 480 0.44** 1.72 10.00* 
E X Random 431 0.44** 1.74 10.04* 
E X Select 49 0.46 1.54 9.67 
Error 1948 0.35 1.55 8.56 
Experiment mean 3.910 8.776 44.4 
Experiment CV (%) 15.0 14.2 6.6 
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Table A.9. Analysis of variance, means, and coefficients of variation 
(CV) for traits from the HP line of descent evaluated in three 
replicates at two environments (Ames and Kanawha, 1985) 
Mean square 
Source df YIELD BVJT HI 
Environment (E) 1 498.27** 2082. 14*# 886. 93 




 936. 68** 
Cycle (C) 7 15.05** 36. 75** 253. 14** 
Random C 3 30.80** 69. 28** 572. 77** 
C lin 1 84.98** 171. 81** 1553. 10** 
C quad 1 0.95 16. 44 101. 46 
residual 1 6.46 19. 59 63. 75 
Select C 3 4.12** 16. 17** 16. 12 
C lin 1 11.99** 43. 77** 39. 11 
C quad 1 0.03 0. 84 4. 05 
residual 1 0.33 3. 87 5. 20 
E X C 7 0.51 2. 83 2. 74 
E X Random C 3 0.95 6. 05* 1. 99 
E X C lin 1 0.38 3. 87 3. 32 
E X C quad 1 1.08 8. 67* 1. 61 
E X residual 1 1.38 5. 58 1. 05 
E X Select C 3 0.22 0. 42 4. 37 
E X C lin 1 0.32 0. 27 8. 92 
E X C quad 1 0.31 0. 93 4. 17 
E X residual 1 0.02 0. 05 0. 01 
Line(C) 462 0.86** 4. 11** 21. 23** 
Random 416 0.89** 4. 15** 21. 06** 
CO 59 1.62** 7. 45** 38. 91** 
CI 29 0.56 3. 00 13. 64 
C2 29 0.69 3. 65* 17. 86** 
C3 299 0.80** 3. 66** 18. 57** 
Select 46 0.59 3. 75 22. 81** 
Parents 4 1.09 10. 13** 32. 76** 
CO 4 0.82 1. 49 46. 14** 
CI 19 0.65 3. 70 19. 38** 
C2 19 0.37 2. 94 19. 24** 
^.•«•^Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respec­
tively. 
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Table 9. Continued 
Mean square 
Source df YIELD BWT HI 
E X Line(C) 462 0.50** 2.19** 9.74** 
E X Random 416 0.50** 2.18** 10.07** 
E X Select 46 0.47 2.31 6.79 
Error 1876 0.38 1.78 7.24 
Experiment mean 3.965 9.091 43.6 
Experiment CV (%) 15.6 14.7 6.2 
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Table A.10. Analysis of variance, means, and coefficients of variation 
(CV) for traits from the HGP line of descent evaluated in 
three replicates at two environments (Ames and Kanawha, 1985) 
Mean square 
Source df YIELD BWT HI 
Environment (E) 1 487.77** 2698. 044»* 2. 80 
Rep/E 4 15.65** 32. 92** 305. 25** 
Cycle (C) 7 30.79** 90. 46** 333. 16** 
Random C 57.94** 161. 60** 703. 50** 
C lin 1 139.43** 313. 02** 2098. 00** 
C quad 1 32.23** 158. 04* 11. 94 
residual 2.18 13. 77 0. 57 
Select C 13.23** 47. 24** 70. 58 
C lin 1 35.92** 127. 14** 199. 44 
C quad 1 2.38 10. 50 0. 01 
residual 1 1.40 4. 08 12. 29 
E X C 7 0.57 3. 16 17. 70 
E X Random C 0.92 5. 96* 16. 28 
E X C lin 1 1.06 10. 65** 0. 24 
E X C quad 1 0.59 5. 16 6. 59 
E X residual 1 1.10 2. 07 42. 02* 
E X Select C 0.41 1. 38 24. 62 
E X C lin 1 0.81 0. 30 51. 45* 
E X C quad 1 0.41 2. 71 4. 74 
E X residual 1 0.02 1. 23 17. 67 
Line(C) 548 1.33** 5. 43iHt 32. 21** 
Random 491 1.38** 5. 55** 32. 88** 
CO 134 1.38** 6. 83** 36. 28** 
CI 29 0.88* 3. 81* 30. 41#* 
C2 29 0.84** 4. 63** 16. 73* 
C3 299 1.48** 5. 22** 33. 16** 
Select 57 0.91* 4. 34** 26. 45#* 
Parents 10 2.20** 9. 16** 43. 00
 1 
CO 9 0.49 2. 28 19. 40 
CI 19 0.60 3. 76* 21. 79* 
C2 19 0.73 3. 35 25. 31** 
*,**Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respec­
tively. 
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Table 10. Continued 
Mean square 
Source (II Yllil.l) BWI' III 
E X Line(C) 548 0.42** 1.75* 10.88* 
E X Random 491 0.41** 1.73* 10.88* 
E X Select 57 0.50** 1.94 10.91 
Error 2220 0.33 1.54 9.04 
Experiment mean 3.852 8.969 42.9 
Experiment CV (%) 15.0 13.8 7.0 
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Table A.11. Analysis of variance, means, and coefficients of variation 
(CV) for traits from the HG line of descent evaluated in 
three replications at one environment (Ames, 1985) 
Mean square 
Source df HD HT 
Rep 2 62.17** 1277.58** 
Cycle (C) 7 173.98** 122.09 
Random C 3 333.31** 109.79 
C lin 1 802.59** 324.81* 
C quad 1 195.42** 0.66 
residual 1 1.95 3.90 
Select C 3 16.03 93.88 
C lin 1 28.25 199.23 
C quad 1 11.16 75.63 
residual 1 8.70 6.78 
Line(C) 480 21.47** 64.04** 
Random 431 22.07** 64.32** 
CO 74 36.13** 89.86** 
CI 29 18.68** 56.88** 
C2 29 19.19** 81.08** 
C3 299 19.19** 57.10** 
Select 49 16.18** 61.53** 
Parents 7 18.48** 105.47** 
CO 4 16.43** 154.83** 
CI 19 16.54** 53.31** 
C2 19 14.93** 33.90** 
Error 974 1.52 12.72 
Experiment mean 60.5 93.0 
Experiment CV (%) 2.0 3.8 
*,**Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respec­
tively. 
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Table A.12. Analysis of variance, means, and coefficients of variation 
(CV) for traits from the HP line of descent evaluated in 
three replications at one environment (Ames, 1985) 
Mean square 
Source df HD HT 
Rep 2 67. 83** 1193. 42** 
Cycle (C) 7 13. 35 89. 83 
Random C 3 4. 70 98. 63 
C lin 1 0. 78 29. 85 
C quad 1 6. 30 256. 71* 
residual 1 7. 02 9. 33 
Select C 3 13. 19 107. 75 
C lin 1 21. 36 190. 32 
C quad 1 15. 69 132. 63 
residual 1 2. 52 0. 27 
Line(C) 462 17. 62** 67. 66** 
Random 416 17. 41** 66. 54** 
CO 59 27. 25** 69. 22** 
CI 29 20. 06** 50. 90** 
C2 29 26. 87** 43. 10** 
C3 299 14. 29** 69. 80** 
Select 46 19. 50** 77. 83** 
Parents 4 41. 57** 139. 93** 
CO 4 13. 93** 68. 93-iHf 
CI 19 23. 54** 64. 28** 
C2 19 11. 98** 80. 19** 
Error 938 1. 19 16. 15 
Experiment mean 63. 2 94. 0 
Experiment CV (%) 1. 7 4. 3 
#,**Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respec­
tively. 
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Table A.13. Analysis of variance, means, and coefficients of variation 
(CV) for traits from the HGP line of descent evaluated in 
three replications at one environment (Ames, 1985) 
Mean square 
Source df HD HT 
Rep 2 50. 99** 4374. 94«i-
Cycle (C) 7 115. 40** 323. 92** 
Random G 3 234. 31** 527. 43** 
C lin 1 222. 48** 1173. 36** 
C quad 1 476. 25** 378. 36* 
residual 1 4. 20 30. 54 
Select C 3 17. 24 212. 34** 
C lin 1 50. 97 557. 28** 
C quad 1 0. 15 53. 52 
residual 1 0. 63 26. 22 
Line(C) 548 25. 91** 79. 91** 
Random 491 27. 18** 83. 30** 
CO 134 34. 11** 77. 54** 
CI 29 25. 39** 123. 51** 
C2 29 27. 42** 78. 34** 
C3 299 24. 23** 82. 46** 
Select 57 15. 00** 50. 72** 
Parents 10 18. 36** 56. 67** 
CO 9 14. 80** 93. 72** 
CI 19 17. 12** 22. 61* 
C2 19 11. 21** 55. 34** 
Error 1110 1. 42 14. 44 
Experiment mean 61. 7 94. 4 
Experiment CV (%) 1. 9 4. 0 
*,#*Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respec­
tively. 
Table A.14. Pearson product-moment correlations (above diagonal) and genetic correlations (below 
diagonal) of cycle 0 line means among several traits measured in the HG line of descent 
YIELD GYIELD HI HD HT SEEDWT TOT GP GPC PYLD GPYLD BWT 
YIELD 0.99** 0.55** 0.67** 0.55** -0.01 -0.30** -0.09 -0.32** 0.95** 0.94** 0.87** 
GYIELD 1.00 0.56** 0.64** 0.52** 0.02 -0.28* 0.07 -0.31** 0.94** 0.95** 0.85** 
HI 0.61 0.62 0.11 -0.02 -0.09 -0.22 0.05 -0.21 0.51** 0.51** 0.07 
HD 0.51 0.51 0.19 0.67** -0.01 -0.21 -0.07 -0.29* 0.63** 0.61** 0.67** 
HT 0.27 0.26 -0.01 
-
-0.03 -0.07 -0.12 -0.24* 0.52** 0.50** 0.62** 
SEEDWT -0.02 0.01 -0.13 -0.08 -0.08 0.23* 0.11 -0.37** -0.10 —0.08 0.03 
TWT -0.52 -0.51 -0.35 -0.19 -0.25 0.25 0.15 0.16 -0.26* -0.24* -0.23* 
GP® 
-0.25 -0.22 0.06 -0.01 -0.04 0.27 0.26 0.09 -0.08 0.09 -0.15 
GPC^  -1.07 -1.04 -0.58 0.01 0.11 -1.12 0.68 0.86 -0.02 -0.01 -0.23* 
PYLD 1.02 1.02 0.61 0.49 0.30 -0.16 -0.48 -0.19 -1.21 0.99** 0.85** 
GPYLD 1.02 1.02 0.63 0.49 0.26 -0.15 -0.48 -0.14 -1.18 1.00 0.82** 
BWT 0.85 0.84 0.03 0.55 0.34 0.04 -0.39 -0.38 -0.83 0.88 0.87 
C^orrelations should be interpreted with caution as genetic variability for these traits was not 
significant. 
*,**Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively. 
Table A.15. Pearson product-moment correlations (above diagonal) and genetic correlations (below 
diagonal) of cycle 0 line means among several traits measured in the HP line of descent 
YIELD GYIELD HI HD HT SEEDWT TOT GP GPC PYLD GPYLD BOT 
YIELD 0.97** 0.45** 0.64** 0.36** 0.41** -0.20 -0.35** -0.17 0.96** 0.95** 0.91** 
GYIELD 0.98 0.47** 0.60* 0.39** 0.45** -0.14 -0.13 -0.23 0.92** 0.96** 0.88** 
HI 0.47 0.50 0.19 -0.01 0.34** -0.02 -0.07 -0.32* 0.37** 0.39** 0.05 
HD 0.60 0.56 0.16 0.56** 0.33* -0.22 -0.10 -0.07 0.66** 0.62** 0.62** 
HT 0.16 0.22 0.09 - 0.29* -0.03 0.14 0.05 0.38** 0.42** 0.40** 
SEEDWT 0.53 0.61 0.40 0.22 0.28 0.12 0.05 -0.23 0.35** 0.39** 0.30* 
TOT -0.37 -0.35 -0.12 -0.50 -0.27 0.13 0.24 -0.20 -0.25 -0.20 -0.22 
CP -0.60 -0.44 -0.16 -0.38 0.17 0.06 0.25 -0.19 -0.41** -0.19 -0.35** 
GPC -0.17 -0.25 -0.47 0.20 0.23 -0.30 -0.26 -0.26 0.09 0.05 -0.04 
PYLD 0.97 0.92 0.35 0.63 0.22 0.46 -0.45 -0.69 0.08 0.97** 0.91** 
GPYLD 0.97 0.96 0.37 0.59 0.28 0.55 -0.45 -0.55 0.02 1.11 0.89** 
BWT 0.91 0.88 0.06 0.58 0.15 0.39 -0.37 -0.57 0.04 0.94 0.94 
*,**Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively. 
Table A.16. Pearson product-moment correlations (above diagonal) and genetic correlations (below 
diagonal) of cycle 0 line means among several traits measured in the HGP line of descent 
YIELD GYIELD HI HD HT SEEDWT TttfT GP GPC PYLD GPYLD BWT 
YIELD 0.98** 0.35** 0.68** 0.49** 0.45** -0.07 -0.33** -0.29** 0.96** 0.95** 0.90** 
GYIELD 0.99 0.36** 0.66** 0.48** 0.45** -0.07 -0.16 -0.31** 0.93** 0.95** 0.87** 
HI 0.31 0.31 0.11 0.06 0.16 -0.19* -0.04 -0.35** 0.27** 0.27** -0.10 
HD 0.55 0.50 -0.10 0.62** 0.44** -0.01 -0.20* 0.03 0.69** 0.67** 0.70** 
HT 0.28 0.28 -0.22 
- 0.43** 0.04 -0.09 0.05 0.50** 0.50** 0.50** 
SEEDWT 0.55 0.57 0.18 0.20 0.28 0.06 -0.10 -0.28** 0.39** 0.39** 0.40** 
TOT -0.17 -0.19 -0.34 -0.16 -0.11 0.03 0.07 0.05 -0.06 -0.05 0.003 
GP -0.70 -0.64 -0.17 -0.25 0.02 -0.23 -0.01 -0.06 -0.37** -0.19* -0.34** 
GPC -0.37 -0.42 -0.47 -0.28 -0.17 -0.36 0.08 -0.04 -0.004 -0.02 -0.14 
PYLD 0.96 0.94 0.19 0.49 0.24 0.48 ! -0.15 -0.78 -0.11 0.98** 0.89** 
GPYLD 0.97 0.95 0.19 0.45 0.24 0.50 -0.18 -0.73 -0.13 1.00 0.87** 
BWT 0.91 0.90 0.05 0.61 0.37 0.49 -0.03 -0.68 -0.17 0.92 0.92 
r 
*,**Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively. 
Table A.17. Pearson product-moment correlations (above diagonal) and genetic correlations (below 
diagonal) of cycle 3 line means among several traits measured in the HG line of descent 
YIELD GYIELD HI HD HT SEEDWT TWT GP GPC PYLD GPYLD BWT 
YIELD 0.98** 0.53** 0.43** 0.57** 0.14* -0.01 -0.04 -0.43** 0.92** 0.91** 0.94** 
GYIELD 0.99 0.52** 0.43** 0.56** 0.15** 0.01 0.15** -0.45** 0.89** 0.92** 0.92** 
HI 0.59 0.57 0.04 0.15** 0.20** 0.08 -0.04 -0.32** 0.45** 0.44** 0.22** 
HD 0.27 0.27 -0.10 0.53** -0.10 -0.20** 0.06 -0.24** 0.37** 0.38** 0.46** 
HT 0.27 0.29 -0.01 
-
0.03 0.06 0.03 -0.19** 0.54** 0.53** 0.58** 
SEEDWT 0.17 0.18 0.27 -0.15 -0.09 0.15** 0.04 -0.39** -0.02 -0.006 0.07 
TWT -0.14 -0.13 -0.01 -0.23 -0.04 0.19 0.05 0.19** 0.07 0.09 -0.03 
GP -0.07 0.08 -0.17 -0.03 0.11 0.07 -0.02 -0.17** -0.11* 0.10 -0.04 
GPC -0.81 -0.85 -0.63 -0.21 -0.19 -0.65 0.59 0.37 -0.04 -0.07 -0.36** 
PYLD 0.96 0.93 0.51 0.17 0.18 -0.05 0.05 -0.24 -0.62 0.98** 0.88** 
GPYLD 0.98 0.97 0.49 0.16 0.21 -0.03 0.06 -0.05 —0.69 0.98 0.88** 
BWT 0.96 0.96 0.35 0.37 0.33 0.09 -0.14 -0.05 -0.70 0.96 0.98 
«.«•^Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively. 
Table A.18. Pearson product-moment correlations (above diagonal) and genetic correlations (below 
diagonal) of cycle 3 line means among several traits measured in the HP line of descent 
YIELD GYIELD HI HD HT SEEDWT TIVT GP GPC PYLD GPYLD BWT 
YIELD 0.97** 0.36** 0.37** 0.57** -0.21** 0.06 0.09 -0.03 0.95** 0.93** 0.90** 
GYIELD 0.97 0.35** 0.31** 0.54** -0.20** 0.09 0.33** -0.06 0.91** 0.95** 0.87** 
HI 0.28 0.24 -0.05 0.12* -0.12* 0.07 0.05 -0.18** 0.29** 0.28** -0.08 
HD 0.15 0.12 -0.10 0.44** -0.16** 0.04 -0.13* -0.06 0.34** 0.29** 0.41** 
HT 0.12 0.13 -0.02 
-
-0.10 0.28** 0.09 0.02 0.56** 0.55** 0.55** 
SEEDWT -0.38 -0.38 -0.26 -0.35 -0.13 0.08 0.04 0.12* -0.17** -0.15** -0.18** 
TWT -0.09 -0.08 -0.04 -0.04 0.17 0.08 0.14* 0.01 0.06 0.09 0.03 
CP -0.01 0.23 -0.08 -0.18 0.07 0.03 0.08 -0.10 0.05 0.29** 0.07 
GPC 0.17 0.13 -0.42 0.15 0.20 0.22 0.07 -0.15 0.28** 0.24** 0.05 
PYLD 0.95 0.91 0.12 0.20 0.19 -0.27 -0.05 -0.05 0.48 0.97** 0.88** 
GPYLD 0.93 0.94 0.09 0.16 0.19 -0.27 -0.05 0.17 0.44 1.24 0.86** 
BWT 0.89 0.86 -0.21 0.22 0.14 -0.28 -0.07 0.04 0.37 0.91 0.91 
*,**Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively. 
Table A.19. Pearson product-moment correlations (above diagonal) and genetic correlations (below 
diagonal) of cycle 3 line means among several traits measured in the HGP line of descent 
YIELD GYIELD HI HD HT SEEDWT TWT GP GPC PYLD GPYLD BWT 
YIELD 0.99** 0.62** 0.53** 0.54** -0.13* 0.10 -0.12* -0.55** 0.97** 0.96** 0.91** 
GYIELD 0.99 0.61** 0.50** 0.53** -0.11* 0.14* 0.05 -0.57** 0.95** 0.97** 0.89** 
HI 0.69 0.68 0.26** 0.20** -0.22** 0.06 -0.07 -0.47** 0.56** 0.56** 0.23** 
HD 0.38 0.32 0.01 0.68** 0.06 -0.07 -0.10 -0.25** 0.50** -0.47** 0.50** 
HT 0.34 0.32 -0.03 - 0.09 0.20** -0.01 -0.37** 0.48** 0.47** 0.54** 
SEEDWT -0.19 -0.19 -0.35 -0.19 -0.06 0.34** 0.07 -0.03 -0.14* -0.13* -0.03 
TWT 0.06 0.10 -0.01 -0.17 0.09 0.39 0.26** -0.18** 0.06 0.11 0.10 
GP -0.41 -0.32 -0.29 -0.34 -0.16 0.03 0.39 -0.08 -0.15** 0.03 -0.11 
GPC -0.81 -0.85 -0.72 -0.23 -0.28 -0.07 -0.27 -0.10 -0.34** -0.36** -0.42** 
PYLD 0.99 0.97 0.59 0.35 0.30 -0.24 0.01 -0.50 -0.70 0.98** 0.90** 
GPYLD 0.99 0.99 0.63 0.29 0.28 -0.25 0.06 -0.40 -0.75 0.99 0.89** 
BWT 0.92 0.92 0.59 0.45 0.42 -0.06 0.10 -0.37 -0.65 0.94 0.94 
*,**Significant at the 0.05 and 0.01 probability levels, respectively. 
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Figure A.l. Scatter diagram of mean GPC versus mean GYIELD (dashed line represents mean for GPC and 
solid line represents mean for GYIELD): (a) HG-Cycle 0, (b) HP-Cycle 0, (c) HGP-Cycle 
0, (d) HG-Cycle 3, (e) HP-Cycle 3, (f) HGP-Cycle 3 
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Figure A.l. Continued 
(c) HGP LINE OF DESCENT CYCLE CO 
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Figure A.l. Continued 
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Figure A.l. Continued 
(e) HP LINE OF DESCENT CYCLE C3 
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Figure A.l. Continued 
(f) HGP LINE OF DESCENT CYCLE C3 
PLOT OF GPC*GYIELO LEGEND: A = 1 OBS, B = 2 OBS. ETC. 
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